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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

A Novel Invertebrate Chordate Model for Alzheimer’s Disease  

Using the Ascidian Ciona intestinalis 

 

by 

 

Michael J. Virata 

 

Doctor of Philosophy in Biology 

 

University of California, San Diego 2009 

San Diego State University 2009 

 

Professor Robert W. Zeller, Chair 

 

 Research to understand Alzheimer’s disease (AD) pathogenesis has 

involved the use of model systems to reproduce various aspects of the disease 

process, particularly the coordinated processing of the amyloid precursor 

protein (APP) by α-, β-, and γ-secretases to generate amyloid beta (Aβ)-

containing plaques, a process termed the amyloid hypothesis of AD.  In 

recent years, a variety of invertebrate systems including Drosophila 

melanogaster and Caenorhabditis elegans have been exploited to study the 
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pathogenesis of AD but it is not clear as to whether lower invertebrate species 

can provide a direct comparison in understanding human neurological 

diseases.  Additionally, the absence of a functional Aβ sequence and lack of 

equivalent β-secretases in current invertebrate models have limited efforts in 

studying the amyloid hypothesis in vivo.  As invertebrate chordates belonging 

to the subphylum Urochordata, the closest living sister group of vertebrates, 

the ascidian system will complement current AD research models by providing 

the experimental advantages of invertebrates in a chordate body plan. 

 Here, we describe the generation of an ascidian model to study various 

aspects of the amyloid hypothesis including APP processing, Aβ plaque 

formation, and Aβ-mediated neurotoxicity.  In transgenic ascidian larvae that 

express human APP695 (hAPP695) alone, Aβ peptides are produced that can 

aggregate to form Aβ-containing plaques detectable within 23 hours post 

fertilization.  In support for conservation of the APP processing cascade, 

familial AD-associated mutations in hAPP695 result in a significant increase in 

plaque formation in vivo.  Furthermore, co-expression with ascidian CiBace 

leads to increased amyloid deposition indicating that ascidians possess a 

functional β-secretase orthologue, a finding unique among other 

invertebrates.  Nervous system-specific expression of the processed Aβ 

peptide causes observable alterations in neuromuscular functioning and 

larval behavior, indicative by a reduction in the frequency of tail twitching 

and the ability to respond to light respectively.  Importantly, the treatment of 

our AD ascidian model with an inhibitor of amyloid aggregation reduces 
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plaque load and improves both neuromuscular function and the phototactic 

response.  Overall, this study introduces the ascidian as an animal model that 

rapidly exhibits AD-like pathologies and provides the framework for 

understanding and possibly treating this disease and other neurological 

disorders. 

 



 

1 

INTRODUCTION OF THE DISSERTATION 

 



2 

 

 

 Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative, terminal disorder and 

the most common form of dementia.  At present, there is no cure for AD with 

current therapeutics directed at treating the symptoms of the disease rather 

than preventing its pathogenesis.  Although the precise cause of AD remains 

unclear, one pathological hallmark of the disease process is the formation of 

extracellular plaques in the AD brain.  These plaques consist primarily of 

amyloid beta (Aβ) aggregates resulting from abnormal proteolytic cleavage 

of the amyloid precursor protein (APP).  This proposed association between 

APP processing, Aβ plaque formation, and neuronal toxicity has been an 

intensely studied area of AD research and is central to the amyloid hypothesis 

theory of AD pathogenesis. 

 A variety of transgenic animals have been utilized to study amyloid 

toxicity and treatment.  Fundamental to these AD animal models is the 

common assumption that the pathological processes coordinating the 

disease progression in humans are also present.  Through these alternative AD 

systems, researchers have gained much insight into the cellular and molecular 

mechanisms coordinating AD and their use has been integral in designing 

strategies to intervene with the disease process.  Several invertebrates have 

been utilized in AD research including Drosophila melanogaster and 

Caenorhabditis elegans due to their highly characterized genetics, rapid 

development, and expansive collection of experimental procedures.  

However, their distant phylogenetic relationship likely limits their suitability as
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model system for human neurological diseases.  As the closest invertebrate 

relative to humans, the ascidian will provide an ideal context to examine the 

pathophysiology of AD by overcoming many limitations of current animal 

models.  Although the ascidian can likely be utilized to examine a variety of 

aspects of AD pathogenesis, the scope of this dissertation is limited to its 

suitability in investigating the amyloid hypothesis theory of AD. 

 Chapter I provides a comprehensive literature review to address the 

present need for an ascidian AD model.  The neuropathology currently 

associated with AD is initially discussed including present trends in AD 

therapeutics.  The contribution of various animal models systems to an 

enhanced understanding of the amyloid cascade hypothesis is then 

examined with emphasis on findings from two researched invertebrate, D. 

melanogaster and C. elegans.  The rationalization of exploiting the 

invertebrate chordate ascidian as an intermediary animal model for AD is 

then presented.  Although three ascidian species are actively researched 

including Halocynthia roretzi, Ciona intestinalis and Ciona savignyi, the 

neurobiology and experimental approaches of C. intestinalis is discussed in 

regards to its appropriateness for studying the amyloid hypothesis of AD.  In 

Chapter II, the APP processing cascade and Aβ plaque formation is examined 

in the ascidian through the expression of human APP.  Through these studies it 

is shown that the amyloid processing cascade is conserved and that amyloid 

plaque formation can be observed very rapidly in transgenic ascidian larvae.  

Compared to other invertebrates, the presence of a functional β-secretase 
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orthologue capable of cleaving human APP is unique to the ascidian.  Lastly, 

the use of an anti-amyloid inhibitor to significantly reduce plaque load in APP-

expressing ascidians is introduced.  Chapter III explores the amyloid hypothesis 

in the ascidian through the expression of the human Aβ peptide.  Expression of 

the neurotoxic 42 amino-acid form of Aβ (Aβ42) specifically in the ascidian 

nervous system induces not only amyloid plaque deposition but also a variety 

of neurological defects impacting larval behavior.  Furthermore, the 

neurotoxicity resulting from Aβ42 expression is not due to amyloid plaque 

formation but likely a higher order multimeric form of Aβ.  Overall, this 

dissertation presents the ascidian as a novel animal system to examine several 

aspects of AD pathogenesis and provides the foundation to using this 

invertebrate chordate in modeling other neurological disorders. 

 



 

5 

CHAPTER I: 

UNDERSTANDING THE AMYLOID CASCADE HYPOTHESIS OF ALZHEIMER’S 

DISEASE THROUGH THE USE OF ANIMAL MODEL SYSTEMS 
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ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE PATHOGENESIS AND THERAPIES 

 There has been substantial growth in Alzheimer’s disease (AD)-related 

research since this neurodegenerative disease was first described over a 

century ago.  To date there is no cure and the currently prescribed drugs for 

AD provide solely symptomatic treatment.  This is largely due to the fact that 

the true cause of AD remains to be identified.  Amyloid beta (Aβ)-containing 

plaques are one of the main pathological characteristics of the disease, thus 

research has focused on the role of Aβ on the disease, a process that has 

been termed the amyloid hypothesis of AD.  Several transgenic vertebrate 

and invertebrate models have been vital in elucidating the pathogenic 

mechanisms involved with AD and in designing strategies to intervene with the 

disease process.  As the closest invertebrate relative to humans, the ascidian 

will provide an ideal context to examine the amyloid cascade hypothesis and 

establish this invertebrate chordate as a potential model for AD. 

Significance of Alzheimer’s Disease  

 As the leading cause of dementia, AD is the most common 

neurodegenerative disorder and the sixth-leading cause of death in the 

United States.  It is currently estimated that 5.3 million Americans and almost 27 

million individuals worldwide are living with some form of AD (Maslow, 2008; 

Mebane-Sims, 2009).  Incidences of this progressive disorder increase 

dramatically with age affecting up to 45% of those over the age of 85.  

Importantly, with an aging world’s population, AD prevalence is predicted to 

quadruple by the middle of this century to affect nearly 1 in 85 people.  The 
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direct and indirect costs of AD and other dementias amount to more than 

$148 billion globally.  However, without further treatment, by 2050 the global 

cost of AD is forecasted to reach more than $375 billion annually.  A large 

percentage of this expense is due to elevated patient care costs for an 

increasingly aging population.  Interventions that delay both the onset and 

progression of AD by one year, are estimated to reduce the number of AD 

cases by 10 million.  Consequently, even small research advances that aid in 

preventing the onset or delaying the progression of AD will substantially 

reduce the global burden of the disease (Leon and Neumann, 1999; 

Brookmeyer et al., 2007; Maslow, 2008). 

The Neuropathology of Alzheimer’s Disease – Plaques and Tangles 

 AD is a progressive disease characterized by early memory loss, 

followed by a gradual decline in cognitive functioning and ultimately death.  

Clinical signs of AD are typically observed after the age of 65, although earlier 

onset can occur in individuals with genetic or familial forms of AD (FAD).  

During the early stages of AD, individuals begin experiencing difficulty in 

forming new memories.  However, as the disease progresses, deficits begin to 

appear in other areas including factual memory, childhood memory, and 

procedural memory.  The sequence of cognitive decline has been found to 

correlate with both the temporal and spatial patterning of degeneration in 

the brain.  For example, early damage localized around the hippocampus is 

likely responsible for the early deficits in memory.  As the disease progresses, 
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the neuropathology characteristic of AD extends to other areas of the brain 

including the frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes. 

 The degeneration observed in the AD brain is a result of the loss of both 

neurons and synapses involved in a variety of neurotransmitter systems 

including the cholinergic, glutamatergic, noradrenergic and serotonergic 

(Wenk, 1988; Francis, 2005).  Accompanying this massive neuronal cell loss is 

the formation of extracellular plaques and intracellular neurofibrillary tangles 

(NFTs), two pathological hallmarks of AD pathogenesis.  AD plaques are 

composed of protein aggregates of the 40 or 42 amino acid amyloid beta 

(Aβ) peptide while NFTs are intracellular protein aggregates of the 

hyperphosphorylated microtubule-associated protein tau.  It is widely 

believed that the basic pathological mechanism involves a conformational 

change of the normally expressed Aβ and tau proteins into toxic β-sheet forms 

resulting in the formation of amyloid plaques and NFTs respectively.  Although 

a small number of plaques can be observed in normal aged brains, these Aβ 

plaques are relatively specific to AD.  In contrast, NFTs are often present in 

other neurological disorders including Parkinson’s and Pick’s disease 

suggesting that they may play a more downstream role in the 

neurodegeneration process and that Aβ likely plays a more causal role  

(Selkoe, 2001; Williams, 2006). 

The Amyloid Hypothesis 

 The influence of the Aβ peptide in the pathogenesis of AD is an 

intensely researched area and is the basis of the “amyloid hypothesis” of AD.  
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Central to this theory is the formation of Aβ by the proteolytic processing of 

the type I integral membrane amyloid precursor protein (APP) (reviewed in, 

Hardy and Selkoe, 2002; Wilquet and De Strooper, 2004; Marambaud and 

Robakis, 2005).  As shown in Figure 1.1, processing of APP can occur through 

either an amyloidgenic or nonamyloidgenic pathway depending on the 

proteinases that cleave full-length APP.  The majority of APP is processed 

down the nonamyloidgenic pathway as a result of cleavage at the cell 

surface by alpha-secretase (α-secretase).  Several members of the disintegrin 

and metalloprotease (ADAM) domain family of proteases (ADAM9, ADAM10, 

and the TNFα cleaving enzyme or TACE) have been shown to cleave APP at 

the α-secretase site which is located within the Aβ domain.  As a result, 

cleavage by α-secretase activity precludes the formation of full-length Aβ 

and can be considered neuroprotective.  Alternatively, primary cleavage of 

APP by membrane-bound beta-secretase (β-secretase) occurs at the N-

terminus of the Aβ domain and is required for Aβ peptide formation.  The 

aspartyl protease, β-site APP cleaving enzyme (BACE1) has been identified as 

the major neuronal β-secretase.  The extracellular cleavage event by either α- 

or β-secretase results in the release of the APP ectodomain as soluble APP 

(sAPPα or sAPPβ) and a membrane-bound carboxy-terminal fragment (α-CTF 

or β-CTF) that may then be degraded or further processed by the gamma-

secretase (γ-secretase) multicomponent complex.  Processing by γ-secretase 

at the C-termini of Aβ causes the release of the APP intracellular domain 
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(AICD) and either the p3 or Aβ peptide (in combination with α-secretase or β-

secretase cleavage respectively). 

 γ-secretase activity is mediated by a large enzymatic complex 

composed of at least four different proteins that form a barrel-like structure in 

the membrane: presenilin, nicastrin, anterior pharynx defective (Aph-1) and 

presenilin enhancer (Pen-2) (Lazarov et al., 2006).  Specifically, the aspartyl 

protease activity of the γ-secretase complex has been attributed to the 

presenilin subunit.  In addition, nicastrin has recently been shown to act as a 

receptor for the membrane-bound CTF to facilitate cleavage (Shah et al., 

2005).  While the roles of both Pen-2 and Aph-1 in the enzymatic complex 

remain unknown, they are thought to be involved in modifying γ-secretase 

activity in response to different physiological stimuli.  Aside from its role in APP 

processing, γ-secretase activity is essential for normal cell function by cleaving 

alternative substrates to mediate either cell signaling or clearance of the 

membrane-bound stub following release of the ectodomain (Kopan and 

Ilagan, 2004).  For example, upon ligand binding the Notch receptor 

undergoes a series of processing events analogous to APP and results in the 

release of its intracellular domain involved in mediating gene transcription.  In 

addition to Notch, γ-secretase is thought to act on other proteins including 

neuregulin, E-cadherins and N-cadherins, LDL-receptor-related protein (LRP), 

nectin-1, and growth hormone receptor (Parks and Curtis, 2007). 

 Although cleavage by γ-secretase is a normal physiological event, it is 

a rather unusual processing event in that is occurs within the transmembrane 
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domain (Citron et al., 1992).  Furthermore, cleavage of APP by γ-secretase is 

not sequence specific and results in the production of a variety of Aβ isoforms 

that differ at their C-terminus and have distinctive aggregation properties.  Aβ 

peptides have been shown to range from 39-46 amino acid residues in length 

with longer peptides being more insoluble, providing a greater likelihood to 

form toxic fibrils and subsequently aggregate (Jarrett et al., 1993).  Two of the 

major Aβ species produced are either 40 or 42 amino acids (Aβ40 or Aβ42) in 

length.  The soluble Aβ40 is the most common isoform produced as a result of 

γ-secretase processing and is considered to be non-fibrillogenic.  The second 

most common peptide species is the Aβ42 isoform representing 5-10% of total 

Aβ produced in the brain.  This form is the more fibrillogenic neurotoxic species 

and is the critical component of amyloid plaques in the AD brain (Evin and 

Weidemann, 2002).  The progression from Aβ42 monomers to plaques is 

thought to progress through the initial formation of Aβ42 oligomers that can 

subsequently assemble into protofilaments and eventually into amyloid fibrils 

(Lansbury, 1999).  Initially insoluble Aβ42-containing fibrils were thought to act 

as the active species contributing to AD-associated neurodegeneration and 

dementia (Lorenzo and Yankner, 1994).  However, the weak correlation 

between plaque load and cognitive decline and the presence of abnormally 

high levels of Aβ plaque deposition in some cognitively normal individuals 

indicate that alternative neurotoxic Aβ species may exist (Dickson et al., 1995; 

Westerman et al., 2002).  Recent evidence has suggested that soluble 

oligomers of Aβ may act as a pathogenic species due to their ability to inhibit 
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neuronal viability, reduce synaptic responses, and impair memory in vivo 

(Dahlgren et al., 2002; Crowther et al., 2005; Lesne et al., 2006; Chiang et al., 

2009). 

Genetics of Alzheimer’s Disease 

 Much of the evidence supporting the amyloid hypothesis comes from 

analyses of the genetic mutations that cause AD.  About 25-40% of AD cases 

have an associated genetic factor and in many families the disease can 

segregate in an autosomal dominant manner resulting in familial AD (FAD).  In 

these families, the clinical and pathological symptoms are identical to 

conventional AD but with an earlier onset, typically in the 50s but as early as 

twenty years old.  Three genes have been identified that when mutated 

causes FAD by increasing the levels of Aβ production: app, presenilin-1 and 

presenilin-2.  These mutations account for 30-50% of autosomal dominant AD 

and approximately 5% of all AD cases. 

 To date, thirty-two mutations in app have been identified in over eighty 

families with FAD (http://www.molgen.ua.ac.be/ADMutations) (Cruts and Van 

Broeckhoven, 1998a).  These mutations are predominantly clustered near the 

β- or γ-secretase cleavage sites and affect the processing of APP by either 

increasing the production of both Aβ40 and Aβ42 (Mullan et al., 1992) or  

increasing the ratio of Aβ42 to Aβ40 (Yoshioka et al., 1991; Eckman et al., 1997; 

De Jonghe et al., 2001). 

 Mutations in the presenilin gene account for the majority of FAD cases 

with over 40% of families containing mutations in either presenilin-1 or 
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presenilin-2.  Collectively, over 175 mutations in presenilin-1 and another 14 

mutations in presenilin-2 have been identified (Cruts and Van Broeckhoven, 

1998b).  Similarly to APP, the majority of mutations cause single amino acid 

substitutions in the presenilin protein.  These gain of function alterations are 

usually toxic as they increase the ratio between Aβ42 and Aβ40 by either 

increasing Aβ42 production or reducing Aβ40 generation.  Interestingly, recent 

evidence has suggested that mutations in presenilin may also result in 

reduced γ-secretase functioning (Bentahir et al., 2006; De Strooper, 2007).  The 

mechanism in which loss of function mutations result in AD is still poorly 

understood.  However, it is thought that these mutations result in a build up of 

longer Aβ species or may involve alternative substrates processed by the 

presenilin-containing γ-secretase complex (Wolfe, 2007). 

 With FAD representing a small percentage of AD cases, it is believed 

that most non-hereditary or sporadic forms of the disease have a complex 

etiology involving a variety of environmental and genetic factors.  A large 

number of genes are believed to be involved in AD pathogenesis based on 

either their chromosomal location or their function.  Furthermore, more than 

1,000 polymorphisms in over 350 genes have been implicated in increasing AD 

susceptibility (Rocchi et al., 2003; Bertram et al., 2007).  One of the most widely 

studied susceptibility genes is apolipoprotein E (apoE), with individuals 

harboring the apoE ε4 allele being at increased risk for developing late-onset, 

non-familial AD.  The role of ApoE in the pathogenesis of AD has been 

examined extensively since its discovery.  Studies have shown that ApoE is 
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involved in the majority of pathological processes associated with AD 

including the generation and deposition of Aβ, neurofibrillary tangle formation, 

and neuronal survival (Mahley et al., 2006; Cedazo-Minguez, 2007). 

Trends in Alzheimer’s Therapeutics 

 There is currently no cure for AD and treatments that address some of 

the underlying pathological mechanisms of the disease are presently lacking.  

Existing therapies are merely symptomatic and only aid in temporarily slowing 

cognitive decline.  The majority of FDA-approved prescribed AD drugs are 

directed at the cholinergic system through the use of cholinesterase inhibitors 

including drugs such as donepezil (Aricept®), rivastigmine (Exelon®) and 

galantamine (Reminyl®).  These cholinesterase inhibitors help in enhancing 

deteriorating cholinergic function and help to improve cognitive function 

delaying the rate of decline for several years.  Alternatively, the widely 

popular drug memantine (Namenda®) acts to prevent the 

neurodegenerative effects of the excitatory neurotransmitter glutamate by 

blocking the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (Hull et al., 2006; Christensen, 

2007).  Combination therapy of memantine and donepezil has been shown to 

improve cognition and daily living in patients with moderate to severe forms of 

AD (Tariot et al., 2004).  However the usefulness of these drugs is unclear as 

their efficacy has been shown to decrease over time and there is no 

evidence of long-term benefit. 

 This unmet need for AD therapies combined with an increasing 

awareness of the pathophysiology of the disease has led to a shift away from 
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symptomatic treatment to the development of therapeutics that modify the 

disease process (Christensen, 2007; Salloway et al., 2008).  The safety and 

efficacy of over sixty AD therapeutics is being investigated worldwide, 

including eleven compounds that are currently in Phase III clinical trials 

(http://clinicaltrials.gov) (Gillen et al., 2004).  The majority of therapies target 

Aβ and focus on preventing its formation, blocking Aβ aggregation, 

decreasing soluble Aβ levels in the brain, and enhancing Aβ clearance  

(Salloway et al., 2008; Rafii and Aisen, 2009).  For example, a number of 

peptides and small molecules have been designed to either inhibit Aβ 

oligomerization or subsequent fibril formation (Williams et al., 2005; Necula et 

al., 2007). 

 Alternatively, researchers have targeted both β-secretase and γ-

secretase as potential disease modifying treatments due to their role in APP 

processing and Aβ formation.  In theory, inhibition of either of these secretases 

would prevent Aβ generation and subsequent plaque formation.  Although 

several γ-secretase inhibitors have been demonstrated to reduce Aβ levels in 

both neuronal cell culture and transgenic AD models, studies demonstrating 

any improvement in cognition are currently lacking (Dovey et al., 2001; 

Anderson et al., 2005; Shen and Kelleher, 2007; Imbimbo, 2008).  Furthermore, 

safety concerns arise with the inhibition of γ-secretase activity due to its 

involvement in the processing of a wide variety of substrates besides APP, 

such as the Notch receptor (Haass and De Strooper, 1999; Sisodia and St 

George-Hyslop, 2002).  Inhibition of the Notch signaling pathway would likely 
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result in unwanted effects due to its essential involvement in cellular 

differentiation, proliferation, and survival.  In contrast to inhibitors, a variety of 

compounds that modulate γ-secretase functioning have been developed to 

selectively alter Aβ production without affecting Notch signaling (Wolfe, 2008). 

 Additionally, β-secretase has become an attractive target for the 

development of inhibitors to reduce Aβ production.  In support of this 

approach, studies have shown that both BACE1 protein and activity levels are 

elevated in the brains of sporadic AD patients (Li et al., 2004a).  Importantly, 

BACE1 knockout mice are phenotypically normal and display only subtle 

behavioral changes suggesting that patient treatment with β-secretase 

inhibitors may pose less risk in regards to potential toxic side effects (Ohno et 

al., 2004).  A number of β-secretase inhibitors have been described in the 

literature designed largely through knowledge of BACE1 substrate specificity 

and kinetics (Ghosh et al., 2008).  The majority of these inhibitors display limited 

potency restricted to either enzymatic or cell-based assays (Stachel et al., 

2004; John, 2006).  However, several inhibitors have been shown to reduce Aβ 

levels in the brain and improve cognitive decline in a transgenic mouse AD 

model with one inhibitor drug candidate currently in clinical trials (Hussain et 

al., 2007; Ghosh et al., 2008). 

 Several immunotherapy-based approaches for the treatment of AD 

are currently being developed which may provide a mechanism to reduce or 

prevent amyloid deposition (reviewed in, Schenk, 2002; Wisniewski and 

Konietzko, 2008).  Initial immunological approaches encompassed active 
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immunization using aggregated Aβ (AN-1792) in mice which led to a 

reduction in Aβ deposition, a decrease in the rate of neurodegeneration, and 

an improvement in cognitive decline (Janus et al., 2000).  However, when 

examined in patients, there was no significant difference in both cognition 

and functional ability compared to placebo-treatment (Gelinas et al., 2004).  

Furthermore, the clinical trial of AN-1792 was halted due to the development 

of acute meningoencephalitis in several vaccinated individuals, likely a result 

of eliciting an excessive inflammatory, T-cell-mediated response (Robinson et 

al., 2004).  One alternative immunological approach that reduced Aβ levels 

was immunization of mice with the ectodomain of Bace1.  These antibodies 

directed against β-secretase were shown to cross the blood-brain barrier, 

reduce Aβ levels in the brain, and improve cognitive performance in a 

transgenic AD mouse model (Chang et al., 2007). 

 To improve both the safety and efficacy of immunological-based 

therapies, researchers have examined passive immunization using exogenous 

monoclonal Aβ antibodies.  There are currently several monoclonal antibodies 

against various domains of Aβ in development with the more advanced 

bapineuzumab currently in phase III clinical trials (Opar, 2008; Wisniewski and 

Konietzko, 2008).  Interestingly, one monoclonal antibody, m266, appeared to 

not affect plaque pathology but did cause a rapid reversal of both learning 

and memory deficits (Dodart et al., 2002). 

 Although reducing Aβ levels is the primary goal for many disease-

modifying therapies, a variety of less-developed strategies are aimed at 
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several co-pathogenic effects of AD (Roberson and Mucke, 2006).  Multiple 

approaches, including gene therapy, have been employed to increase the 

levels of nerve growth factor (NGF) and potentially prevent or delay 

cholinergic degeneration (Tuszynski et al., 2005).  The use of certain 

nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) has also been examined as a 

potential approach to reduce the inflammation often accompanying 

neuronal cell death.  Interestingly, in addition to their role in reducing 

inflammation, several NSAIDs have been shown to display Aβ lowering 

properties as well (Weggen et al., 2001; Townsend and Pratico, 2005).  For 

example certain NSAIDs have been shown to act as γ-secretase modulators 

reducing production of the Aβ42 isoform while increasing a 38 amino acid 

form of Aβ (Weggen et al., 2001; Czirr and Weggen, 2006).  The use of 

cholesterol-lowering statins has also been examined due to the relationship 

between increased cholesterol levels and amyloid deposition (Lukiw et al., 

2005).  One mechanism by which statins may influence AD pathogenesis is 

through altering cholesterol metabolism.  This is supported by the role of ApoE, 

an established risk factor for AD, in cholesterol transport (Yao and 

Papadopoulos, 2002).  Alternatively, the finding that statins may upregulate 

the activity of α-secretase suggests that cholesterol-independent mechanisms 

may also be involved (Pedrini et al., 2005). 
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ANIMAL MODELS SYSTEMS OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE 

 The progressive and complex nature of AD has limited research efforts 

in studying the disease process in humans.  Consequently, research to 

understand and interfere with the pathogenesis of AD has involved the use of 

animal model systems to reproduce aspects of AD histopathology, particularly 

the formation of Aβ plaques.  Three of the most commonly utilized AD animal 

models include mice (Mus musculus), flies (Drosophila melanogaster) and 

worms (Caenorhabditis elegans).  The use of these systems has provided 

insight into the molecular and cellular mechanisms coordinating the amyloid 

hypothesis and offered a whole-animal assay model to examine putative AD 

therapies. 

Usefulness of Animal Models for Alzheimer’s Disease 

 Numerous alternative model systems are being utilized to study 

Alzheimer’s progression and treatment and have been reviewed extensively 

(Gotz et al., 2004; Rockenstein et al., 2007; Woodruff-Pak, 2008).  A variety of in 

vitro human cell lines have been developed to examine several aspects 

associated with the disease and for initial screening of novel therapeutic 

treatments.  Although these cell line-based assays can offer some insight into 

specific molecular mechanisms associated with the disease, cultured cells fail 

to provide the complex interactions between cell types that can only be 

obtained using whole animal model systems.  For these reasons, researchers 

make use of in vivo animal models with the common assumption that the 

fundamental pathological mechanisms behind human diseases are similarly 
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present.  AD animal models have been invaluable in achieving an enhanced 

understanding of the molecular basis of the disease including the 

identification and characterization of novel genes thought to be involved in 

disease pathogenesis.  Using a variety of biochemical, genetic or dietary 

manipulations, researchers have been able to generate animal models 

displaying similar symptoms of AD.  Advancements in both AD drug discovery 

and development rely on animal models to examine the effectiveness of 

potential therapeutics.  In addition, small animal models are essential in 

validating high-throughput screening hits in vivo and eliminating those 

exhibiting undesirable properties believed to be responsible for more than half 

of compound failures during costly clinical trials (Ma, 2004). 

 There are several characteristics of non-human animal model systems 

of disease that suggests their appropriateness for AD research.  The life span of 

most animals is considerably shorter than humans and as a result the time 

required to observe many of the pathological effects associated with AD is 

much more rapid.  This is particularly significant because age is considered the 

leading risk factor for developing AD.  In addition, the ease of generating 

large numbers of progeny is also a considerable advantage.  For example, 

fruit flies are highly productive breeders and their life span is only two to three 

months.  Lastly, there are experimental procedures that can be performed on 

animal models that are not possible to conduct in humans due to both legal 

and ethical concerns. 
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Mammalian models for Alzheimer’s Disease 

 To date there is no single experimental animal model of AD that mimics 

all the alterations associated with the disease.  The most comparable model is 

likely non-human primates because they share a common ancestry, have 

close similarities to their overall physiology and anatomy, display a high 

degree of sequence conservation among AD-relevant genes, and exhibit 

both cognitive capabilities and social complexity (Capitanio and Emborg, 

2008).  Although they fail to spontaneously develop all the symptoms 

associated with AD in humans, aged primates have been shown to display 

many of the cellular and cognitive abnormalities including neuronal 

degeneration and amyloid plaque formation (Selkoe et al., 1987; Price et al., 

1991).  Similar pathologies have been shown to spontaneously develop in 

alternative mammalian systems including aged bears (Cork et al., 1988), dogs 

(Cotman and Head, 2008), and lemurs (Bons et al., 2006). However, the 

inability to predict which adult members of a particular species will develop 

symptoms approximating AD limits their use in examining therapeutic 

treatments.  In addition, the time and expense associated with these models 

limits their routine use in AD research.  Consequently, the majority of 

mammalian studies focus on the development of murine AD models. 

 Murine systems, particularly mice, are extensively utilized as mammalian 

AD models due to their relatively short life span, similarity to humans with 

respect to their neuroanatomy, and pre-existing tests that have been 

employed to examine many aspects of behavior.  Mice have been 
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demonstrated to perform a number of spatial, memory, and learning tasks 

which depend on hippocampus functioning.  As a result, behavioral 

impairments in mice may provide a reasonable comparison to impaired 

functioning in humans with AD.  Rats have also been utilized in AD research 

and provide certain advantages over current AD mice models.  Their larger 

size makes them more suitable for both microsurgery techniques and cell or 

tissue transplantation.  However, due to their short life span and lack of Aβ 

sequence conservation, these murine models fail to spontaneously develop 

amyloid-like plaques.  Therefore, transgenic murine models were established 

that expressed specific AD-associated genes and replicated certain 

pathological aspects of human AD. 

 Initial transgenic mouse AD models were generated by expressing 

different isoforms of the human app gene (Yamaguchi et al., 1991; Lamb et 

al., 1993; Pearson and Choi, 1993; Higgins et al., 1995).  For example, mice 

expressing wild-type APP695 exhibited significant delays in learning, slower 

swimming speed and reduced nocturnal activity (Yamaguchi et al., 1991).  

However, the vast majority of these APP expressing models displayed very mild 

AD-like pathologies and often failed to produce Aβ deposits in vivo.  

Increased understanding of the genetic basis of FAD led to the establishment 

of transgenic models that expressed mutant forms of human APP.  One of the 

earliest mutant APP models expressing the FAD-associated V717F point 

mutation progressively exhibited synaptic loss and extensive amyloid plaque 

deposition (Games et al., 1995).  Since then, a number of transgenic  mouse 
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models containing either single or multiple point mutations in the human app 

gene have been developed and exhibit various age-dependent, behavioral, 

biochemical, and pathological abnormalities reminiscent of AD pathology 

(reviewed in, Dodart and May, 2005; Eriksen and Janus, 2007; Gotz and Ittner, 

2008). 

 Transgenic mouse models expressing Aβ peptide variants have also 

been generated and display several AD-associated pathologies including 

amyloid fibril formation and neuronal degeneration (Wirak et al., 1991; LaFerla 

et al., 1995).  These Aβ peptide-expressing models have been utilized to 

determine the exact Aβ species integral to amyloid plaque formation.  Using 

transgenic mice expressing either human Aβ40 or Aβ42, studies have shown 

that the Aβ42 to Aβ40 ratio is responsible for the rate of amyloid deposition 

and support the hypothesis that Aβ42 is one of the initiating factors in AD 

pathogenesis (McGowan et al., 2005). 

 The association of more than 100 missense mutations in either presenilin-

1 or presenilin-2 with early-onset FAD (Cruts and Van Broeckhoven, 1998b), has 

prompted a variety of transgenic mouse models to be established that 

express wild-type or mutant versions of the human presenilin gene.  Although 

presenilin expression caused a relative shift in the levels of Aβ42 production, 

these transgenic models failed to produce AD-like pathologies (Borchelt et al., 

1996; Duff et al., 1996).  However, transgenic mice expressing mutant 

presenilin in combination with mutant human APP exhibit many 

neuropathological similarities to AD with some transgenic lines exhibiting an 
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accelerated development of pathology as early as 3 months of age 

(Holcomb et al., 1998).  One transgenic mouse model expressing both human 

APP and a mutant presenilin exhibited behavioral defects and neuronal loss 

prior to Aβ deposition (Holcomb et al., 1998; Schmitz et al., 2004).  Interestingly, 

removal of wild-type presenilin in this genetic background significantly 

exacerbated amyloid plaque load indicating a protective role of presenilin 

against this mutation-induced amyloid pathology (Wang et al., 2006).  The 

expression of both human APP and presenilin has provided a mechanism to 

significantly accelerate plaque formation in vivo.  For example, amyloid 

deposition could be observed as early as two months of age in mice 

expressing five FAD-associated mutations in APP and presenilin (Oakley et al., 

2006). 

 To examine the role of β-secretase in AD pathogenesis, transgenic 

murine models expressing human Bace1 as well as Bace knockouts have 

been generated.  Studies have shown that mice transgenic for both human 

APP and Bace1 exhibit a significant increase in Aβ generation and plaque 

formation (Willem et al., 2004).  Furthermore, Bace knockout mice develop 

normally but exhibit a reduction in Aβ production from APP (Roberds et al., 

2001; Luo et al., 2003).  When engineered to express human APP, the knockout 

mice are significantly rescued from Aβ-dependent impaired cholinergic 

dysfunction and memory deficits (Ohno et al., 2004). 

 In addition, non-transgenic murine models have also been generated 

by exogenous administration of Aβ in normal murine brains.  These studies 
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have elucidated the role that diffusible monomeric or oligomeric forms of Aβ 

have on the disease process and effects on learning and memory (reviewed 

in, Stephan and Phillips, 2005).  These non-transgenic models have also been 

utilized in the study of potential therapeutics.  For example, female rats infused 

with Aβ exhibit improved spatial memory when fed a diet containing the plant 

extract curcumin (Frautschy et al., 2001). 

Invertebrate Model Systems of Disease 

 Although murine model systems have been invaluable in 

understanding certain aspects of AD pathogenesis and treatment, there are 

a variety of limitations regarding their use including the high cost and length 

of time associated with generating transgenic mice.  Alternatively, 

invertebrate models, particularly Drosophila melanogaster and 

Caenorhabditis elegans, have been utilized to study human diseases due to 

their highly characterized genetics, rapid development, and expansive 

collection of experimental procedures.  For example, flies have been utilized 

for the study of muscle function in aspects related to muscular dystrophy 

(Wairkar et al., 2008) and C. elegans has been used to study aspects of 

apoptosis and its role in cancer (Baehrecke, 2002).  Although invertebrates 

may lack the neuronal and behavioral complexity of mammals, their use has 

been significant in directly investigating the molecular and cellular processes 

that underlie neurodegenerative disease processes.  In addition, invertebrate 

model systems have allowed for rapid and clear observation of several 

phenotypes associated with AD pathology, particularly amyloid plaque 
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formation (reviewed in, Link, 2005; Gotz and Ittner, 2008).  Lastly, their small size, 

short generation time, large number of offspring, and ease of experimentation 

makes their use suitable for high-throughput genetic and drug screening.  

Importantly, such screens can aid in the identification of novel targets that are 

not cell-type specific and would typically be missed in screens using cultured 

cells. 

The Fly Model System for Alzheimer’s Disease Research 

 The fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, can be considered the most 

developed invertebrate model system to study neurodegenerative diseases 

and their use has been reviewed extensively (Bilen and Bonini, 2005; Crowther 

et al., 2006; Marsh and Thompson, 2006; Iijima and Iijima-Ando, 2008).  Several 

advantages of using Drosophila include the large number of progeny, 

availability of bioinformatic and experimental tools to manipulate gene 

expression, highly characterized neuroanatomy, and well-established 

morphological and behavioral phenotypes (Matthews et al., 2005).  In 

addition, with a lifespan of only two to three months, flies are ideal to study 

disease processes that manifest symptoms later in life.  Sequencing of the 

Drosophila genome revealed that extensive homologies existed with 

mammalian genomes; flies have orthologues to over 60% of human disease 

genes  (Adams et al., 2000; Rubin et al., 2000).  Because of this high degree of 

conservation, the molecular mechanisms coordinating human diseases are 

likely conserved in Drosophila.  To examine the function of human disease 

genes, both forward and reverse genetic approaches have been employed 
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in Drosophila.  Furthermore, their use is conducive to both genetic screens that 

allow for the identification of novel genes that cause or alter disease 

phenotypes and pharmacological screens for the isolation of potential 

therapeutics.  For example, screens in Drosophila have aided in the 

identification of genes that modify tau toxicity (Shulman and Feany, 2003) and 

other neurodegenerative disorders including polyglutamine-repeat diseases 

(Fernandez-Funez et al., 2000).  Furthermore, chemical-compound screens 

have played an important role in identifying drug leads for neurological 

diseases including Huntington’s disease (Agrawal et al., 2005). 

 Studies in Drosophila have helped in understanding the physiological 

function of AD-relevant genes.  For example, a neuronal-specific APP 

homolog, APPL, has been identified and is believed to be involved in neural 

development and axonal transport (Torroja et al., 1996; Li et al., 2004b).  

Interestingly, homozygous deletion of the fly appl gene results in both 

behavioral and locomotor defects that can be reversed by expression of 

human APP695, suggesting functional homology between APP and APPL (Luo 

et al., 1992).  However sequence homology does not extend into the region 

containing the Aβ peptide indicating that the toxic Aβ42 peptides that 

accumulate in amyloid plaques can not be generated from fly APPL (Link, 

2005).  Furthermore, although the protein components of the γ-secretase 

complex are highly conserved in Drosophila, β-secretase activity is absent or 

very low (Fossgreen et al., 1998).  However, one group has recently shown that 

a β-secretase-like enzyme is present in Drosophila, dBACE, that can cleave 
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APPL to produce an Aβ-like fragment capable of aggregating into amyloid 

deposits and causing both behavioral defects and neurodegeneration 

(Carmine-Simmen et al., 2009). 

 Gene expression strategies have also been helpful in analyzing the 

biological properties of human APP.  Transgenic flies expressing wild-type or 

mutant forms of human APP show that the protein  is properly transported to 

synaptic terminals of neurons and postsynaptic regions located in 

neuromuscular junctions (Yagi et al., 2000).  These flies also exhibit a blistered-

wing phenotype indicating a possible physiological function of APP in the 

regulation of cell adhesion and signaling (Fossgreen et al., 1998).  This finding 

was later supported in studies using rat primary neurons showing that APP co-

localized with integrins (Young-Pearse et al., 2008).  The physiological 

involvement of presenilin in development has also been well-examined in the 

Drosophila system.  Genetic studies have shown that loss-of-function presenilin 

mutants exhibit phenotypes indicative of impaired Notch signaling (Ye et al., 

1999). 

 To model AD in Drosophila, human genes thought to be involved in the 

pathogenesis of the disease process are often expressed either separately or 

in combination in either neuronal or non-neuronal tissues using the GAL4-UAS 

system.  A Drosophila model for Aβ-induced plaque formation was generated 

by expressing human APP in conjunction with human β-secretase and 

Drosophila presenilin  (Greeve et al., 2004).  These triple transgenic flies 

produced Aβ-containing amyloid plaques visible within 40 days after eclosion 
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and exhibited age-dependent neurodegeneration and semi-lethality.  

Furthermore, these phenotypes were exacerbated by expression of FAD-

associated presenilin mutants or significantly reduced when presenilin was not 

co-expressed. 

 Alternatively, a more direct approach to examine Aβ toxicity in 

Drosophila is to directly express processed human AB (Finelli et al., 2004; Iijima 

and Iijima-Ando, 2008).  As these transgenic flies aged, both Aβ40 and Aβ42 

peptides accumulated in the brain but only Aβ42 was capable of forming 

amyloid plaques (Iijima et al., 2004).  During early adulthood, these flies 

exhibited age-dependent defects such as short-term memory loss, as assessed 

by an established Pavlovian olfactory classical conditioning assay.  Later in life, 

Aβ42 expression led to age-dependent neurodegeneration, defects in 

locomotion, and premature death.  The severity of these effects was 

significantly increased when a FAD-associated Aβ mutant was expressed in 

neural tissue (Crowther et al., 2005).  Aβ toxicity and neurodegeneration has 

also been examined in the fly eye.  Composed of more than 800 individual 

units, or ommatidia, the structure of the adult eye allows for amplification of 

minor perturbations in cell patterning allowing degenerative changes over 

time to be observed (Bonini and Fortini, 2003).  Expression of Aβ42 in the fly eye 

was shown to cause amyloid deposition and retinal degeneration in an age-

dependent manner (Finelli et al., 2004). 
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Transgenic Caenorhabditis elegans for Alzheimer’s Disease Research 

 As an invertebrate model system, C. elegans provides similar 

advantages to Drosophila including its short life span of approximately twenty 

days and the ability to generate a large number of progeny.  Interestingly, 

they have two sexes, males or self-fertile hermaphrodites and undergo two 

forms of reproduction.  Self-fertilization results in the production of clones 

whereas crossing with males will allow for enhanced variability.  A single 

hermaphrodite is capable of producing more than 200 progeny and with its 

short life cycle of about three days, experiments that span several generations 

can be performed in a short period of time (Gutierrez-Zepeda and Luo, 2004).  

Because of their relatively short life-span, longevity studies and the results of 

aging can readily be observed (Kenyon et al., 1993).  The entire C. elegans 

genome has been sequenced and contains homologues to more than 65% of 

human disease genes similar to flies (Sonnhammer and Durbin, 1997).  

Furthermore, a variety of experimental techniques have been established in 

the worm system to manipulate these human disease-related genes including 

the generation of transgenics, gene knockdowns, and mutagenesis screening.  

For example, using RNA interference technology, C. elegans researchers have 

developed automated, large-scale screens to inactivate thousands of genes 

using microtiter plate assays (Bargmann, 2001; Baumeister and Ge, 2002). 

 Similar to studies conducted in Drosophila, the majority of C. elegans 

AD models are based on the amyloid hypothesis which assumes that an 

increased production of Aβ is critical for AD pathogenesis.  A putative APP 
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homolog, APL-1, has been identified in worms and similar to other model 

systems does not contain a sequence corresponding to the Aβ peptide 

(Daigle and Li, 1993).  Loss of apl-1 has recently been shown  to result in larval 

lethality due to disruptions in several developmental processes including 

molting and morphogenesis (Hornsten et al., 2007).  Two presenilin 

homologous (Sel-12 and Hop-1) have also been identified that are neuronally 

expressed and important for controlling cell fate (Levitan et al., 1996).  

Mutations in sel-12 have been shown to cause neurological defects in a 

subset of neurons and the nematodes exhibit an egg-laying defect 

(Wittenburg et al., 2000).  Interestingly, SEL-12 appears to regulate APL-1 

activity as loss of sel-12 partially rescues the lethality associated with APL-1 

over-expression (Hornsten et al., 2007).   Studies in C. elegans have also been 

integral to the discovery of other AD-relevant genes important for 

amyloidgenic processing.  Both aph-1 and pen-2 were isolated in C. elegans 

and were shown to be critical for γ-secretase activity (Francis et al., 2002). 

 As a model system to study AD pathogenesis, initial studies in C. 

elegans were focused on the mechanisms of Aβ toxicity and as a result, AD 

models were created expressing the Aβ peptide.  For example, using a strong 

muscle-specific promoter, transgenic nematodes expressing the human Aβ42 

peptide were shown to form amyloid-like deposits and display noticeable 

phenotypes including progressive paralysis and extensive vacuolization (Link, 

1995), characteristics modeling human myopathies including inclusion body 

myositis.  However, muscle-specific expression of Aβ fails to model AD 
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pathology, and there are few reports of transgenic C. elegans lines neuronally 

expressing human Aβ (Link, 2006).  Nonetheless, these muscle-specific Aβ-

expressing lines have been integral in understanding various aspects of Aβ-

induced toxicity such as the role of oxidative stress, an association that has 

been demonstrated in the AD brain and in vitro (Christen, 2000; Butterfield et 

al., 2001).  Using C. elegans, researchers have shown that oxidative stress 

occurs prior to fibril formation suggesting that Aβ toxicity may be the result of 

pre-fibrillar Aβ and not Aβ fibril formation (Drake et al., 2003). 

 Nematodes have also provided a whole-animal assay system to 

evaluate potential therapeutics for the treatment of AD, such as the ginko 

biloba extract EGb 761.  Studies showed that transgenic worms expressing 

human Aβ exhibit a higher level of reactive oxygen species that is significantly 

reduced when fed EGb 761 (Smith and Luo, 2003), a finding that supports the 

involvement of free radical-induced oxidative damage in neurodegenerative 

diseases (Smith et al., 1995).  Additionally, EGb 761 treatment reduced Aβ 

oligomerization and suppressed Aβ-induced behavioral defects including 

paralysis and reduced chemotaxis (Wu et al., 2006).  This provides support to 

the theory that Aβ oligomers are toxic and suggests that the neuroprotective 

effects of EGb 761 may result from its ability to modulate Aβ oligomerization. 

 

AN ASCIDIAN MODEL FOR ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE 

 The experimental advantages in both Drosophila and C. elegans have 

allowed significant gains in AD research to be achieved.  However, it is not 
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clear if these protostome invertebrates provide the most appropriate model 

for understanding human neurological diseases due to their distant 

evolutionary relationship to humans.  In contrast, recent phylogenetic 

analyses have suggested that Urochordates, including ascidians, are the sister 

group to vertebrates (Graham, 2004; Delsuc et al., 2006).  As a result of this 

close relationship, their chordate body plan, and an extensive set of 

experimental tools common among invertebrates, the ascidian will likely 

provide a more appropriate genomic background for modeling human 

neurological diseases such as AD. 

A Basal Chordate Model System 

 In contrast to both flies and worms, ascidians are deuterostomes 

belonging to the phylum Chordata and are uniquely positioned among 

animal models as invertebrate chordates.  This basal chordate model has 

largely attracted the interest of both developmental and evolutionary 

biologist as an ideal system to study the origins of chordate development as 

they exhibit many of the developmental and embryological features of 

vertebrates while providing the cellular and molecular simplicity of 

invertebrates (Corbo et al., 2001).  As the sister group to vertebrates, ascidians 

share many of the same embryological processes and gene regulatory 

networks with vertebrates that are not present in other animal models (Satoh 

et al., 2003; Imai et al., 2006).  For example, there are numerous evolutionary 

and genetic homologies when comparing ascidian larvae to vertebrate 

tadpoles.  With approximately 16,000 protein-coding genes, ascidians contain 
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the basic ancestral complement of genes involved in a variety of biological 

processes such that paralogous genes in vertebrates are often times 

represented by a single gene in the ascidian.  This direct assignment of 

orthology on a gene-by-gene basis is more difficult to conduct in protostomes 

such as Drosophila and C. elegans due to various divergences and 

duplications (Dehal et al., 2002).  One area in which this high level of 

conservation is particularly evident is in the patterning of the ascidian and 

vertebrate nervous system (Meinertzhagen et al., 2000; Corbo et al., 2001; 

Passamaneck and Di Gregorio, 2005).  For example, gene expression studies 

have shown that ascidian orthologues of a variety of developmental genes 

have similar patterning in the CNS to that found in the vertebrate brain (Imai 

and Meinertzhagen, 2007b).  Given this phylogenetic significance, the 

ascidian will provide an ideal animal system to study aspects of chordate 

neurobiology particularly nervous system development and functioning. 

The Neurobiology of the Ascidian 

 Ascidians, or sea squirts, are marine invertebrates found worldwide.  Of 

the three species actively being studied, Halocynthia roretzi, Ciona intestinalis 

and Ciona savignyi, the scope of this dissertation focuses on the use of C. 

intestinalis as a research model.  Although as an adult the ascidian is a sessile 

filter feeder, they spend their early life as swimming larvae whose body plan 

resembles a frog tadpole (Dehal et al., 2002).  The ascidian tadpole larva is 

composed of about 2500 cells and as a chordate possesses a larval 

notochord and undergoes neurulation to form a dorsal hollow neural tube.  
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Additionally, the swimming tadpole larva contains a basal central (CNS) and 

peripheral (PNS) nervous system that is fully-functional and has been reviewed 

extensively (Meinertzhagen and Okamura, 2001; Meinertzhagen et al., 2004; 

Imai and Meinertzhagen, 2007a, b). 

 The larval CNS consists of approximately 330 cells of which 

approximately 100 cells are neurons (Nicol and Meinertzhagen, 1991; Cole 

and Meinertzhagen, 2004).  The larval neurons are simple in structure with a 

single axonal neurite arising from the soma and few, if any, dendrites (Okada 

et al., 2001).  The remaining cells of the CNS are presumed ependymal glial 

cells but common to basal chordates, myelin is believed to be absent 

(Meinertzhagen and Okamura, 2001; Gould et al., 2005).  The ascidian CNS, 

depicted in Figure 1.2, can be divided into three major regions from posterior 

to anterior: a caudal nerve cord, a visceral ganglion containing motor 

neurons, and a hollow sensory vesicle located in the tadpole trunk (Nicol and 

Meinertzhagen, 1991). 

 The caudal nerve cord, although believed to lack neurons, is 

comprised of approximately 65 ciliated ependymal cells set up in four 

longitudinal rows to enclose a neural canal (Nicol and Meinertzhagen, 1991).  

The visceral ganglion contains the somata of five pairs of motor neurons with 

axons that form a ventrolateral nerve bundle that projects down the tail to 

innervate the two rows of muscle cells.  The nerve bundle contains 

progressively fewer axons along the length of the tail such that no axons exist 

at the most distal tip (Crowther and Whittaker, 1992).  It is believed that several 
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types of motor neurons exist in ascidian larvae based on both their projection 

pattern and endplate morphology (Imai and Meinertzhagen, 2007b).  Similar 

to vertebrates, neuromuscular transmission in the ascidian is cholinergic with 

acetylcholine being the neurotransmitter present at neuromuscular junctions 

(Ohmori and Sasaki, 1977).  However, neurons that express phenotypic 

markers for the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA have also been identified in 

the visceral ganglion whose neurites extend into the nerve cord (Takamura et 

al., 2002).  Lastly, the sensory vesicle, considered to be the brain of the 

ascidian larvae, contains two sensory pigment cells, the ocellus and the otolith 

which detect light and gravity respectively.  The photoreceptive ocellus, 

positioned towards the right posterior wall of the sensory vesicle, is comprised 

of three parts: a single cup-shaped pigment cell, three lens cells, and 

approximately thirty photoreceptor cells that resemble those found in the 

retina and pineal of vertebrates (Horie et al., 2005; Kusakabe and Tsuda, 2007).  

Covalently bound 11-cis retinal to opsin forms the visual pigment and arrestin is 

thought to regulate phototransduction in the photoreceptor cells (Nakagawa 

et al., 1999).  The spherical mass of pigment associated with the otolith is 

connected to the sensory vesicle wall by a narrow stalk.  Two spring-like fibrous 

projections attached to the cavity are thought to act as gravitational sensors 

by detecting deflections of the statocyte as the pigment granule is displaced 

during swimming (Sakurai et al., 2004).  The sensory vesicle also contains 

several coronet cells that are believed to function as hydrostatic pressure 

receptors (Horie et al., 2008b).  Located in the posterior region of the sensory 
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vesicle are a number of interneurons that either form synaptic connections to 

other neurons or project axons posteriorly to the visceral ganglion.  As a result, 

this region is thought to act as a processing center for the swimming larvae by 

translating sensory inputs into a motor response output.  Studies have 

suggested that glutamatergic neurotransmission plays a major role in this 

neural network as the otolith cell, the photoreceptors of the ocellus, and 

neurons in the posterior sensory vesicle have been characterized as 

glutamaterigic neurons (Horie et al., 2008a). 

 The larval PNS, depicted in Figure 1.2, can be classified into five types of 

neurons: the papillar neurons, the rostral and apical trunk epidermal neurons 

(RTEN and ATEN) and the dorsal and ventral caudal epidermal neurons (DCEN 

and VCEN) (Imai and Meinertzhagen, 2007a).  The neurons of the PNS project 

long axon-like neurites that make contact to different regions of the larval CNS 

and are believed to have sensory function.  For example, the papillar neurons 

located in the adhesive organ of the larva trunk project into the posterior 

region of the sensory vesicle via the RTEN (Takamura, 1998).  There are on 

average 15 pairs of caudal epidermal neurons found along the tail present at 

regular intervals along the ventral and dorsal midlines.  The axons of these 

caudal epidermal neurons project anteriorly to the posterior region of the 

sensory vesicle and the dendrites extend into the dorsal and ventral fin tunic 

(Imai and Meinertzhagen, 2007a). 

 Recent studies have emerged examining larval behavior that give 

insight into neural function and can provide an assay to monitor neural 
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dysfunction.  The simple nervous system of ascidians is important in 

coordinating two essential activities of the tadpole larva: (1) swimming, to 

ensure larval dispersal and (2) attachment to a substrate for metamorphosis 

into the adult (Svane and Young, 1989; Meinertzhagen et al., 2004; Zega et al., 

2006).  Approximately 100 neurons are involved in the highly coordinated tail 

movement of the ascidian tadpole.  For example, five pairs of motor neurons 

located in the visceral ganglion project axons to the muscle fibers along the 

tail to drive muscle contraction and utilize both cholinergic and GABAergic 

synaptic transmission (Ohmori and Sasaki, 1977; Brown et al., 2005; Zega et al., 

2006).  In addition, behaviors associated with their ability to sense both light 

and gravity have been examined (Tsuda et al., 2003; Sakurai et al., 2004).  For 

example, newly hatched larvae become photosensitive approximately four 

hours after hatching as resting larvae are stimulated to swim when passing 

from light to dark conditions (Svane and Young, 1989).  During attachment, 

larval swimming patterns exhibit a characteristic pattern of behavior that is 

initially photopositive and geonegative to mediate dispersal after hatching 

and later shifts to a photonegative and geopositive to coordinate settlement 

(Svane and Young, 1989).  Recent studies have shown that the distinctive 

geotactic and phototactic swimming pattern of the tadpole larvae is greatly 

perturbed in mutant C. savignyi that are unable to make melanin (Jiang et al., 

2005) or when the two pigmented cells are laser ablated (Tsuda et al., 2003).  

The caudal epidermal neurons of the PNS that are located in the tadpole tail 

likely function as mechanosensors involved in controlling swimming behavior 
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(Imai and Meinertzhagen, 2007a).  Importantly, due to their rapid 

development among invertebrates, any perturbations in larval behavior can 

be observed relatively quickly allowing for a fast in vivo assay to monitor 

neurological functioning. 

Experimental Tools for Ascidian Biologists 

 In addition to their rapid development and chordate neurobiology, 

other strengths of the ascidian model system include the extensive amount of 

genomic information available and the growing number of experimental tools 

to manipulate gene function.  Two genomes have been sequenced (C. 

intestinalis and C. savignyi) and there are over one million expressed 

sequence tags (ESTs) from a variety of embryonic stages and adult tissues 

(Dehal et al., 2002; Satou et al., 2002; Vinson et al., 2005; Hill et al., 2008; Satou 

et al., 2008).  Furthermore, approximately 30% of these genes have been 

characterized by in situ hybridization (Satou et al., 2002).  An analysis of the 

155 MB genome of C. intestinalis shows that there are compact regulatory 

domains and there are few large-scale gene duplication events indicating 

that analyses of gene regulatory mechanisms should be far less complex 

compared to vertebrates (Dehal et al., 2002; Satoh, 2003). 

 Combined with the large amount of sequence data available, the 

ascidian provides a number of additional features useful as a research model.  

Adult ascidians are readily available all year long in oceanic environments 

and can easily be maintained in a marine laboratory setting.  The ascidian 

embryo is both small and transparent allowing the entire period of 
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embryogenesis to be easily monitored using high-resolution microscopy.  Lastly, 

because of their rapid period of development, gene expression studies can 

usually be completed within a 24 hour time period. 

 Experimental manipulation of gene function can easily be conducted 

in the ascidian using an efficient electroporation based method for 

generating transgenic ascidian embryos (Corbo et al., 1997; Zeller, 2004; Zeller 

et al., 2006a).  Compared to conventional microinjection techniques, this 

electroporation-based method for generating transient transgenics is 

considerably more efficient as several thousand transgenic embryos can be 

generated from a single electroporation event.  In brief, fertilized ascidian 

eggs are mixed with supercoiled plasmid DNA, subjected to an electrical 

pulse and allowed to develop.  Although the exogenously introduced DNA is 

expressed mosaically, the degree of mosaicism can be controlled in a 

predictable manner by manipulating several factors including the amount of 

DNA introduced, the electroporation settings, and reducing the amount of 

time between fertilization and electroporation (Zeller, 2004; Zeller et al., 2006a).  

Careful analyses and optimization of the experimental conditions have been 

conducted and indicate that co-electroporated transgenes are expressed in 

the same cells (in >95% of embryos examined) (Zeller et al., 2006a).  These 

findings in our customized electroporator are described in more detail in 

Chapter IV of the dissertation (published in, Zeller et al., 2006a).  In general, 

the transgenic larvae produced through electroporation results in transient 

gene expression of the exogenously introduced DNA.  However, a recent 
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study has demonstrated that stable transgenic ascidians can be generated 

and will likely provide an easy approach to generate stable ascidian lines 

(Matsuoka et al., 2005). 

 Using comparative genomics and bioinformatics approaches, 

researchers can easily design novel transgenes in the ascidian (Di Gregorio 

and Levine, 2002; Johnson et al., 2004).  Utilizing phylogenetic footprinting 

analyses, putative cis-regulatory domains for over a dozen different ascidian 

genes including the pan-neural marker synaptotagmin (Katsuyama et al., 

2002), translation elongation factor 1α (data unpublished), and the pigment 

cell marker tyrosinase (data unpublished) have been characterized.  These 

promoters, when used to create green fluorescent protein (GFP)-expressing 

transgenes, are functionally active in transgenic embryos providing robust 

fluorescent protein expression in the expected cell types.  We have also 

optimized reporter gene expression in the ascidian utilizing different 

fluorescent protein variants (Zeller et al., 2006b).  Nuclear localization can be 

achieved by fusing the fluorescent protein to the ascidian histone H2 protein.  

Alternatively, tissue-specific expression of wild-type or mutant proteins can be 

achieved by using these same promoter elements to drive expression of any 

protein of interest.  By joining the coding region of a protein to that of a 

fluorescent protein, the expression of the fusion protein can be verified and 

localized.  Complementing the use of transgenes to ectopically express or 

over-express certain genes, various techniques have also been developed to 

knockdown gene expression.  Although morpholinos have been shown to 
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specifically block the function of both endogenous and exogenously 

introduced genes (Satou et al., 2001; Imai et al., 2006), they do not provide an 

efficient method to knockdown genes due to the high cost associated with 

the technology and the large amount of 5’ alternative splicing in the ascidian.  

Recently, the electroporation of long double-stranded RNA has been shown 

to effectively silence target genes in the ascidian (Coric et al., 2008) and may 

provide an alternative approach to reduce gene expression. 

 By possessing the experimental advantages of invertebrate models in a 

chordate body plan, the ascidian will provide an ideal animal system to 

examine AD pathogenesis.  The close evolutionary relationship between 

ascidians and vertebrates indicates that the physiological role of AD-relevant 

proteins may be elucidated in the ascidian.  The ability to easily manipulate 

gene expression in the ascidian will facilitate the examination of the cellular 

and molecular interactions involved with this progressive disease.  Lastly, the 

ease of generating transgenics and their rapid development will allow for 

identification of potential therapeutics for the treatment of this debilitating 

neurological disorder. 
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Figure 1.1: Amyloid Cascade Hypothesis  

Amyloidgenic processing of APP occurs as a result of β-secretase activity of 
the β-site APP-cleaving enzyme (BACE).  This results in the production of the 
sAPPβ and the β-CTF.  Intramembranous cleavage of the β-CTF by γ- 
secretase results in the production of Aβ which can subsequently aggregate 
to form plaques.  Nonamyloidgenic processing is a result of APP cleavage by 
α-secretase which takes place within the Aβ sequence precluding Aβ 
formation and is considered to be neuroprotective. 
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Figure 1.2: Ascidian Central and Peripheral Nervous System  

Schematic of the ascidian central and peripheral nervous system 
superimposed on a C. intestinalis larvae at approximately 18 hpf.  The larval 
CNS (red) is comprised of: a sensory vesicle (SV), a visceral ganglion (VG) 
containing motor neurons, and a dorsal nerve cord (NC).  The SV contains two 
pigmented sensory organs.  The posterior ocellus (OC) is used for light 
reception and the anterior otolith (OT) is used for the perception of gravity.  
The PNS (blue) contains five types of sensory neurons including the papillar 
neurons (PN) located in the adhesive organ of the tadpole, the rostral and 
apical trunk epidermal neurons (RTEN and ATEN), and the dorsal and ventral 
caudal epidermal neurons (DCEN and VCEN) that function as presumed 
mechanoreceptors. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 The central tenet of the amyloid cascade hypothesis for Alzheimer’s 

disease (AD) proposed nearly ten years ago suggests that the primary 

influence driving the pathogenesis of this neurodegenerative disorder is an 

accumulation of the amyloid beta (Aβ) peptide in the brain (Hardy and 

Higgins, 1992).  As a result of Aβ deposition, the formation of neurofibrillary 

tangles containing the tau protein, neurodegeneration, cell loss, and 

dementia ensues.  Integral to the amyloid cascade is the production of the Aβ 

peptide that is a result of the coordinated proteolytic processing of the larger 

amyloid precursor protein (APP).  A variety of invertebrate systems, particularly 

Drosophila and C. elegans, have been invaluable in helping to identify many 

of the genes implicated in APP processing and Aβ plaque formation.  These 

rapid animal model systems have facilitated research efforts in deciphering 

the molecular and cellular mechanisms coordinating AD and in the 

development of novel therapeutics to prevent or delay disease progression.  

In this chapter we investigate the use of the ascidian, specifically the species 

Ciona intestinalis, in examining the amyloid cascade hypothesis.  The high 

degree of conservation among AD-related genes in combination with the 

speed of observable plaque formation in transgenic ascidians expressing 

human APP alludes to the appropriateness of this invertebrate chordate in 

studying the amyloid cascade hypothesis and implicates its potential use in 

identifying therapeutics to alter AD pathogenesis. 
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The Amyloid Hypothesis and the Amyloid Beta Peptide 

 Initial evidence for the amyloid hypothesis was presented more than a 

century ago from neuropathological assessments of brains isolated from AD 

patients.  In 1907, Alois Alzheimer described the formation of thick tangles of 

fibrils and the deposition of minute, dense aggregates in the post-mortem 

brain of a patient that had exhibited severe memory loss and disorientation 

prior to her death (Alzheimer et al., 1995).  Today, both neurofibrillary tangle 

and amyloid plaque formation are recognized as the pathological 

characteristics typical of AD (Selkoe, 2001; Williams, 2006). 

 The principle component of the extracellular amyloid deposits is the Aβ 

peptide that is generated as a result of the proteolytic cleavage of 

membrane bound APP, a processing cascade that has been previously 

described in Chapter I (reviewed in, Hardy and Selkoe, 2002; Wilquet and De 

Strooper, 2004; Marambaud and Robakis, 2005).  Briefly, processing of APP by 

beta-secretase (β-secretase) and the multi-component gamma-secretase (γ-

secretase) enzymatic complex causes the release of Aβ.  Alternatively, initial 

processing by alpha-secretase (α-secretase) precludes the formation of Aβ by 

cleaving within the Aβ domain of APP.  In contrast to α- and β-secretase 

cleavage, processing at the Aβ domain by γ-secretase is not sequence 

specific resulting in a variety of Aβ peptides that differ at their C-terminal ends.  

The most commonly observed forms of Aβ are the soluble Aβ40 and the 

primary, insoluble Aβ-species found in amyloid plaques, Aβ42. 
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 Support for the amyloid hypothesis of AD comes largely from genetic 

evidence in which mutations in the genes encoding for APP or presenilin, the 

active component of the γ-secretase complex, have been implicated in 

early-onset, familial AD (FAD).  Over thirty mutations in APP have been 

identified in individuals with FAD with the majority clustered near the β- and γ-

secretase cleavage sites (Cruts and Van Broeckhoven, 1998).  These 

mutations affect the metabolism of APP in two distinct manners.  Mutations 

located near the β-secretase processing site, including the Swedish double 

mutation (K670N/M671L), result in increased production of both Aβ40 and 

Aβ42 (Mullan et al., 1992).  In contrast, mutations located proximal to the γ-

secretase cleavage site increase the production of the neurotoxic Aβ42 

species by increasing the ratio of Aβ42/Aβ40 production.  These alterations in 

γ-secretase processing are found in the Austrian (T714I), Florida (I716V), and 

London (V717I) FAD mutations (Yoshioka et al., 1991; Eckman et al., 1997; De 

Jonghe et al., 2001). 

 According to the amyloid hypothesis, aggregation of Aβ42 into 

amyloid plaques is believed to cause the neurodegeneration associated with 

AD.  Consequently, in designing strategies to treat the pathogenesis of the 

disease, one approach researchers have looked at is inhibiting amyloid 

plaque formation.  A variety of peptides, small molecules, and antibodies 

have been developed to preclude Aβ production, reduce Aβ aggregation, or 

enhance Aβ clearance (Salloway et al., 2008; Rafii and Aisen, 2009).  One of 

the first anti-amyloid drugs to progress through clinical trials was tramiprosate 
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(Alzhemed™), or 3-aminopropanesulfonic acid (3-APS), a glycosaminoglycan 

mimetic that binds to the soluble Aβ peptide reducing aggregation (Gervais 

et al., 2007).  Although a Phase III study failed to demonstrate any beneficial 

effect compared to placebo, the compound has recently been remarketed 

as a nutritional supplement (McCaffrey, 2007). 

Examining the Amyloid Hypothesis with Invertebrate Model Systems 

 The use of invertebrates, particularly Drosophila and C. elegans, have 

been invaluable in gaining an understanding for neurodegenerative diseases, 

aiding in the development of novel treatment strategies, and  serving as initial 

screening platforms for potential therapeutics (reviewed in, Driscoll and 

Gerstbrein, 2003; Link, 2005; Marsh and Thompson, 2006).  Common to current 

invertebrate AD models is that they often rely on the validity of the amyloid 

cascade hypothesis and share an underlying assumption that the 

pathological mechanisms involved are conserved between invertebrate and 

human.  Although homologues to AD relevant genes have been identified in 

these invertebrate species, both C. elegans and Drosophila are believed to 

lack a functional β-secretase gene (Bonini and Fortini, 2003; Driscoll and 

Gerstbrein, 2003).  This combined with a lack of the neurotoxic Aβ sequence 

within their respective APP homologues imply that no manipulation of 

endogenous genes could correctly replicate the pathology of the disease.  

Nonetheless, invertebrate systems have been critical in helping to elucidate at 

the molecular and cellular level how certain genes and proteins may be 

involved in the pathogenesis of the disease (Gotz et al., 2004; Link, 2005; Wu 
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and Luo, 2005; Crowther et al., 2006).  For example, studies in C. elegans have 

aided in the identification of proteins involved in the multicomponent γ-

secretase complex (Kimberly et al., 2003).  Furthermore, Drosophila has been 

used to study the physiological involvement of APP in synaptogenesis and 

axonal transport (Torroja et al., 1999; Gunawardena and Goldstein, 2001). 

 This presumed lack of β-secretase activity in both flies and worms has 

complicated efforts in examining the amyloid cascade hypothesis in these 

invertebrates as initial cleavage of APP by β-secretase is integral to the 

formation of the Aβ peptide.  To examine APP processing and Aβ formation, 

studies have relied on the co-expression of human APP and BACE1 (Fossgreen 

et al., 1998; Greeve et al., 2004).  Alternatively, researchers have generated 

invertebrate AD models expressing either the 40 or 42 amino acid human Aβ 

peptide to examine aggregation and Aβ-induced pathogenesis (Link, 1995; 

Gutierrez-Zepeda and Luo, 2004; Iijima et al., 2004).  Therefore, although the 

well-characterized genetics and experimental simplicity of both Drosophila 

and C. elegans provide an ideal environment to study the amyloid cascade 

hypothesis, their distant evolutionary relationship to vertebrates suggests that 

novel findings in these non-chordate invertebrates may be difficult to 

extrapolate to human AD pathogenesis. 

An Ascidian Model System to Examine Alzheimer’s Disease  

 Recent molecular phylogenic analyses suggest Urochordates, including 

ascidians, are the true sister group of vertebrates and will likely provide an 

excellent genomic background for modeling human diseases (Graham, 2004; 
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Delsuc et al., 2006).  In contrast to current invertebrate systems for the study of 

AD, ascidians, like humans, are chordates, share a larval notochord, and 

undergo neurulation to form a dorsal hollow neural tube.  Within 18 hours post-

fertilization (hpf), the free swimming tadpole larvae contains a functional 

central and peripheral nervous systems composed of approximately 350 cells, 

including an anterior sensory vesicle and a visceral ganglion containing motor 

neurons.  This simple chordate nervous system is important in coordinating 

several aspects of tadpole behavior including larval swimming and their ability 

to respond to environmental cues necessary for settlement (Zega et al., 2006; 

Imai and Meinertzhagen, 2007). 

 Ascidians are amenable to extensive embryological manipulation and 

a number of tools have been developed to alter gene activity.  Our lab has 

developed an efficient electroporation-based method for generating 

hundreds of transgenic ascidian embryos (Zeller, 2004; Zeller et al., 2006a), and 

these rapidly developing embryos may be analyzed within 24 hpf.  Tissue-

specific misexpression of wild-type or mutant proteins can be achieved by 

using ascidian cis-regulatory elements to drive expression of any protein of 

interest.  However, to date there has been no concerted effort to exploit 

ascidian embryos as a model for a specific human disease. 

 To determine if the ascidian, Ciona intestinalis, could be utilized to study 

the amyloid cascade hypothesis of AD, transgenic larvae were generated 

expressing wild-type or mutant variants of the human 695 amino acid APP 

isoform (hAPP695), the form predominantly produced in the brain (Turner et al., 
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2003).  We show that expression of hAPP695 appears to be processed in the 

ascidian in a similar manner to the well-characterized amyloid cascade in 

vertebrates.  Furthermore, hAPP695 expression can lead to the formation of 

Aβ-containing deposits as early as 15 hpf, as assessed by thioflavin S, a dye 

commonly utilized to stain for amyloid plaques (Guntern et al., 1992).  

Increased plaque formation can be achieved by introducing FAD-associated 

point mutations in hAPP695 or by co-expression of the endogenous ascidian 

Bace homolog (CiBace).  Importantly, treatment of transgenic larvae with an 

anti-amyloid therapeutic leads to decreased plaque formation in a dose-

dependent manner.  These findings suggest that the ascidian provides a rapid 

invertebrate model system in a more appropriate chordate context to study 

the amyloid cascade hypothesis and may offer a whole organismal system to 

complement the drug screening process for novel AD therapeutics. 

 

METHODS 

Generation of Gene Misexpression Constructs  

 All transgenes were constructed using the parent pSP72 vector 

(Promega, Madison, WI) containing the SV40 polyadenylation signal 

sequence as described previously (Zeller et al., 2006b).  Primers were designed 

to clone the cis-regulatory domain for elongation factor 1a (ef1a) to drive the 

expression of our transgenes.  The cDNA clone encoding hAPP695 was kindly 

provided by Dr. Edward Koo (Buxbaum et al., 1993) and was cloned 

downstream of the ef1a enhancer element.  To monitor expression in vivo, 
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hAPP695 was fused at the C-terminus in-frame with a codon-optimized cyan-

fluorescent protein (CFP) (Zeller et al., 2006b).  Alternatively, hAPP695 wild-type 

and mutant constructs were also cloned without the CFP tag.  For the 

generation of hAPP695 mutants, various primers were designed that would 

introduce the following FAD-associated point mutations in hAPP695: K670N, 

M671L, T714I, I716V and V717I.  Oligonucleotide primers were designed to 

amplify the entire 1400 base pair (bp) coding region of CiBace from staged C. 

intestinalis cDNA using the Superscript II Reverse Transcriptase system 

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).  All expression constructs were sequence verified 

by the San Diego State University Microchemical Core (San Diego, CA) and 

the primers utilized for cloning are listed in Appendix. 

Embryo Culturing and Electroporation 

 Culturing and electroporation of C. intestinalis embryos has been 

described elsewhere (Zeller, 2004; Zeller et al., 2006a).  Briefly, adult ascidians 

were collected under permit from several marinas in San Diego, California 

and maintained in a closed, recirculating sea water system under constant 

light to induce gamete production.  Fertilized eggs were dechorionated in the 

presence of 1% thioglycolic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and 0.05% 

protease (Type XIV, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in pH 9.5 seawater and 

subsequently washed four times using 0.45 µM filtered seawater.  

Approximately 300 µl of seawater containing eggs were added to 50-90 µg of 

plasmid DNA in 500 µl of 0.77 M mannitol.  For the co-electroporation of 

CiBace and hAPP695, 40 µg of each construct was added to 500 µl of 0.77 M 
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mannitol. The egg/DNA mixture was then transferred to a 0.4 cm gap 

electroporation cuvette, electroporated at 3,000 µF and 10 Ω and placed in a 

60 mm gelatin-coated dish containing seawater supplemented with 0.1 mM 

EDTA, 10 U/mL penicillin, and 10 ug/mL of streptomycin and cultured at 18°C. 

In situ Hybridization 

 The 1400 bp region encoding for CiBace was subcloned into the 

pBluescriptII cloning vector (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) and digoxigenin labeled 

RNA probes were generated from linearized templates using T7 polymerase.  

Probes were dissolved in hybridization solution (50% formamide, 5x SSC, 50 

µg/mL heparin, 100 µg/mL salmon sperm DNA, 0.05% SDS, 0.1% Tween-80).   A 

standard in situ hybridization protocol (Satou et al., 2001) was employed with 

the following modifications: 1) hybridizations were conducted at pH 4.5 for 72 

hours at 55°C with a probe concentration of 5 ng/µl; 2) the anti-digoxigenin 

antibody (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) was pre-absorbed against fixed embryos 

for at least one hour before use; 3) blocking was performed with 1% Blocking 

Reagent (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) dissolved in maleic acid buffer (100 mM 

maleic acid, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.5). 

Immunofluorescence and Histology 

 Transgenic larvae were fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde in sea water for 

10 minutes and washed twice in phosphate buffered tris containing 0.1% 

tween-20 (PBT).  Embryos were then rinsed in 100% methanol and subsequently 

washed three times in PBT.  Embryos were blocked in PBT containing 1% 

donkey serum for 10 minutes and then incubated with a 1:1000 dilution of the 
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monoclonal antibody (mAb) 6E10 (αnti-amyloid beta, Covance, Trenton, NJ) 

in PBT/1% donkey serum overnight.  After washing in PBT, embryos were 

incubated for 1 hr with the secondary antibody Alexa Fluor 546 goat anti-

mouse IgG (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) diluted 1:200 in PBT/1% donkey serum 

containing 10 µg/mL of thioflavin S (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) for plaque 

staining.  After washing three times in PBT, embryos were stored in 50% glycerol.  

Imaging was performed using a Zeiss Axioplan 2e Imaging microscope. 

Immunoblot Analyses 

 For Western blotting, whole embryo lysates were homogenized and 

equal amounts of protein were electrophoresed on a 4-20% SDS-PAGE gel 

(C.B.S. Scientific, Del Mar, Ca) using Tris-glycine buffer (25 mM Tris, 250 mM 

glycine and 0.1% SDS).  Proteins were transferred onto a nitrocellulose 

membrane using the Bio-Rad Mini Trans-Blot Electrophoretic Transfer Cell 

according to the manufacturer and the membrane was subsequently 

blocked overnight with 5% nonfat milk in Tris buffered saline with 0.1% Tween-

20 (TBST).  The membrane was then incubated with mAb 6E10 (1:500) in TBST 

containing 2.5% nonfat milk for 1 hour at room temperature.  After washing 

three times with TBST, the blot was incubated with a goat anti-mouse 

peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) 

diluted 1:2000 in 10% nonfat milk in TBST.  After washing with TBST, specific 

bands were detected by incubating membranes with SuperSignal Substrate 

chemilluminescent reagents (Pierce, Rockford, IL) and exposing to x-ray film. 
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Anti-Amyloid Drug Treatment 

 3-amino-1-propanesulfonic acid or 3-APS (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) 

was added directly to transgenic ascidian larvae at a final concentration of 

0.1, 1, or 10 mM after the 2-cell stage (approximately 1 hpf) and allowed to 

develop at 18°C.  After 23 hpf, embryos were fixed and stained for both Aβ 

expression using mAb 6E10 and plaque formation using thioflavin S as 

described above.  Experiments were repeated more than three times and a 

representative result was shown.  ANOVA analyses were calculated with SPSS 

using a Tukey post hoc analysis.   

 

RESULTS 

Alzheimer’s Disease-Relevant Gene Conservation 

 The close phylogenetic relationship between ascidians and vertebrates 

suggests that a large number of AD-relevant genes are present in the Ciona 

genome and likely display a higher degree of conservation compared to 

other invertebrates.  Having sequenced genomes for two ascidian species, 

bioinformatic approaches were utilized to identify candidate ascidian 

orthologues of genes implicated in AD in either Ciona intestinalis or Ciona 

savignyi (Figure 2.1).  However, as the lab focus, we primarily focused on 

identifying orthologues in the former species if possible.  In addition to both 

app and tau, single candidate ascidian orthologues to all of the genes 

involved in APP processing or the Aβ cascade have been identified including 

α-secretase, β-secretase, and all components of the γ-secretase enzymatic 
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complex (Zhang and Xu, 2007).  In addition, we also identified orthologues to 

neprilysin and insulysin, enzymes thought to be involved in the degradation or 

clearance of the processed Aβ peptide (Nalivaeva et al., 2008). 

CiBace – A Putative Invertebrate Beta-secretase Orthologue 

 The identification of a β-secretase orthologue in C. intestinalis (CiBace) 

is of particular interest due to its presumed absence in other invertebrate AD 

models.  As a result, primers were designed to amplify CiBace from staged 

cDNA.  Sequencing revealed that at the protein level CiBace has 31.5% and 

29.9% identity to human BACE1 and BACE2 respectively (Figure 2.2A).  

Importantly, the regions containing the active site aspartases Asp62 and 

Asp254 in CiBace are conserved and located within the active site motif, 

D(T/S)G, characteristic of aspartic proteases.  Utilizing reverse transcriptase 

PCR, CiBace transcripts were present at all time points examined from 8 to 18 

hpf (Figure 2.2B).  In situ hybridizations performed on tadpole larvae suggest 

that CiBace transcripts are weakly expressed throughout the embryo with 

increased staining surrounding the sensory vesicle (Figure 2.2C), a region 

considered to be the ascidian larval brain.  The identification of this putative 

β-secretase orthologue with high homology to human BACE1 suggests that 

the amyloid cascade may be reproducible in this invertebrate chordate 

system. 

Human APP Processing and Amyloid Plaque Formation in Ascidians 

 The high degree of genetic conservation among key players in AD 

pathogenesis, led us to hypothesize that the coordinated mechanisms 
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involved in the amyloid cascade may also be conserved in ascidians.  To 

examine APP processing in ascidian embryos and larvae, the human APP 

isoform hAPP695 was transiently expressed ubiquitously throughout the 

developing ascidian embryo by driving its expression using the cis-regulatory 

elements from the Ciona elongation factor 1a (ef1a) gene.  By fusing a 

codon-optimized cyan fluorescent protein (CFP) to the C-terminal end of 

hAPP695, transgenic ascidian larvae could easily be identified (Figure 2.3A).  

At 23 hpf, embryos expressing hAPP695 alone were harvested and whole 

embryo lysates were probed against using the monoclonal anti-Aβ antibody 

(6E10) that has previously been shown to recognize a six amino acid epitope 

(FRHDSG) located within the Aβ sequence (McLaurin et al., 2002).  In hAPP695-

expressing larvae, the 6E10 antibody detected full-length hAPP695 at ~76 kDa 

and a ~4.6 kDa peptide likely corresponding to the processed Aβ peptide 

(Figure 2.3B).  Processed peptides putatively corresponding to single cleavage 

events at either the α-secretase site (~70 kDa) or β-secretase site (~11 kDa) 

were also present in hAPP695-expressing larvae suggesting that hAPP695 can 

be processed through the amyloid cascade in ascidians.  Transgenic embryos 

expressing only CFP did not have any of these bands, although the antibody 

did react to some endogenous proteins in ascidian embryos (Figure 2.3B). 

 Aggregation of the Aβ peptide into amyloid plaques is a characteristic 

pathological hallmark for AD pathogenesis.  However, plaque generation in 

current AD transgenic models is limited due to the length of time required for 

formation.  To determine if Aβ-containing plaques can form in ascidians in vivo, 
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thioflavin S-staining was performed on transgenic larvae ubiquitously 

expressing hAPP695 wild-type (hAPPwt) or hAPP695 mutant variants (Figure 

2.4A).  PCR mutagenesis was used to generate three hAPP695 variants that 

contained alterations in sequences located near either the β- and/or γ-

secretase cleavage sites of APP known to be associated with early-onset FAD.  

Specifically, the following mutations were generated: 1) two point mutations 

near the β-secretase cleavage site, hAPPmtβ [K670N/M671L (Mullan et al., 

1992)]; 2) three point mutations located near the γ-secretase site, hAPPmtγ 

[T714I/I716V/V717I (Yoshioka et al., 1991; Eckman et al., 1997; De Jonghe et al., 

2001)]; and 3) a combination of five point mutations at the β- and γ-secretase 

cleavage sites, hAPPmtβγ (Oakley et al., 2006).  Ubiquitous expression of either 

the wild-type or mutant hAPP695 constructs was achieved by driving 

expression with the ef1a enhancer element.  After 23 hpf, transgenic larvae 

that had been electroporated with equal masses of constructs were fixed and 

subsequently stained using both the 6E10 antibody and thioflavin S.  In 

transgenic embryos expressing CFP alone, no thioflavin S or anti-Aβ staining 

was apparent (Figure 2.4B).  Transgenic embryos expressing hAPPwt had 

thioflavin S-reactive deposits that co-localized with the anti-Aβ antibody 

(Figure 2.4C).  This suggests that hAPP695 can undergo processing to generate 

Aβ peptides, which may subsequently aggregate to form plaques.  Expression 

of hAPPmtβ (Figure 2.4D) resulted in a significant increase in the number of 

thioflavin-S reactive plaques compared to wild-type hAPPwt, with the 

average number of plaques per embryo increasing from two to twelve (Figure 
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2.4F).  However, no difference in the level of thioflavin S-reactive deposits was 

observed when an equal amount of hAPPmtγ was expressed (Figure 2.4F).  

This suggests that low levels of β-cleavage may interfere with γ-secretase 

activity.  To test this hypothesis, we generated a mutant hAPP695 construct in 

which both β- and γ-cleavage sites contained mutations (hAPPmtβγ).  

Transgenic embryos expressing this gene had significantly increased numbers 

of Aβ-containing plaques (Figure 2.4E-F) with the average number of plaques 

increasing to 50.  These experiments suggest that the sequence specificity at 

the β-secretase cleavage site appears to be conserved and recognized by 

the endogenous, ascidian β-secretase orthologue. 

Co-Expression of CiBace Enhances Human APP Induced Amyloid Deposition 

 These findings from the hAPP695 wild-type and mutant expression 

studies suggest that the β-secretase cleavage site of human APP695 may be 

similarly recognized by an endogenous β-secretase-like protein present in the 

ascidian.  To determine if our identified CiBace can function as a β-secretase 

capable of processing hAPP695, embryos were generated that ubiquitously 

expressed both hAPP695 and CiBace using the ef1a enhancer element.  It has 

previously been shown that co-electroporation of two expression constructs 

results in both transgenes being expressed in the same embryonic cells (Zeller 

et al., 2006a).  To allow for visualization and ensure production of CiBace, the 

protein was fused at the C-terminus to CFP (Figure 2.5A).  At ~23 hpf, 

transgenic larvae expressing either CiBace, hAPPwt, or both constructs were 

fixed and stained using the Aβ-specific 6E10 antibody and thioflavin S as 
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previous.  Neither Aβ- nor thioflavin S-reactive deposits were observed in 

transgenic larvae expressing CiBace alone (Figure 2.5B).  However, co-

expression with hAPPwt resulted in a significant two-fold increase in the 

number of thioflavin S deposits compared to hAPPwt expression alone (Figure 

2.5C-D).  This increase in plaque load was not a result of electroporating a 

large mass of exogenous DNA into fertilized eggs as expression of an equal 

mass of CiBace alone did not significantly produce thioflavin S-reactive 

deposits (data not shown). 

Anti-amyloid Drug Treatment Reduces Plaque Load in Ascidians 

 This rapid (< 24 hours) and aggressive plaque phenotype generated by 

hAPPmtβγ-expressing larvae suggests their suitability as an in vivo system to 

validate therapeutic drugs designed to reduce Aβ aggregation and 

subsequent plaque formation.  As a result, transgenic larvae were grown in 

the presence of the chemical inhibitor 3-APS, an anti-amyloid therapeutic that 

had previously undergone clinical trials and is currently being developed as a 

food supplement for AD patients under the name Alzhemed™ (Bellus Health, 

Laval, Quebec).  Thought to act as an Aβ mimetic, this drug has been shown 

in neuronal cultures to protect against Aβ-induced cytotoxicity and to reduce 

plaque burden by 24% in transgenic mice expressing a human APP mutant 

(Geerts, 2004; Gervais et al., 2007).  To determine whether 3-APS treatment 

could generate a similar reduction in the ascidian, transgenic embryos 

expressing hAPPmtβγ were grown in the presence of varying concentrations 

of 3-APS beginning at the two cell stage, approximately 1 hpf.  Treatment at 
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concentrations ranging from 0.1 mM to 10 mM reduced the number of 

thioflavin S reactive deposits in a dose-dependent manner with a 35% and 

70% reduction in the presence of 1 mM and 10 mM 3-APS respectively (Figure 

2.6).  However treatment with concentrations greater than 10 mM appeared 

to affect larval development with a large percentage of embryos exhibiting 

abnormal morphologies or undergoing early embryonic arrest (data not 

shown). 

 

DISCUSSION 

Here we describe the development of a rapid in vivo system to study 

APP processing and Aβ plaque formation in ascidian embryos.  In transgenic 

ascidian larvae that express hAPP695 alone, Aβ peptides are produced and 

can aggregate to form plaques observable as early as 15 hpf.  Expression  of 

hAPP695 constructs containing mutations associated with FAD resulted in a 

significant increase in plaque formation in vivo.  In addition, amyloidgenic 

processing of hAPP695 could be enhanced by co-expression with the 

endogenous CiBace.  Furthermore, chemical inhibition of Aβ aggregation 

using an anti-amyloid therapeutic reduced plaque formation in a dose-

dependent manner. 

 In developing a model to study a disease, one ideally wants an animal 

system that is closely related to humans.  As mammals, mice have extensively 

been utilized in AD research due to the similarity with the human brain 

anatomy and the availability of numerous behavioral tests to examine neural 
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dysfunction (Eriksen and Janus, 2007).  However, generating transgenic mice is 

not only time intensive but also costly.  For this reason, researchers have turned 

to a variety of invertebrate models that have provided much insight into some 

of the molecular mechanisms involved in AD pathogenesis.  However, unlike 

both flies and worms, ascidians provide a more appropriate context to study 

human diseases.  Because of their evolutionary history, ascidians, as chordates, 

share a larger number of genes with humans that are not present in other 

invertebrates.  For example, analysis of the Ciona genome has shown that 

2,570 genes, nearly one-sixth of the 16,000 protein-coding genes, possess a 

recognizable vertebrate counterpart but lack a clear protostome homolog 

(Dehal et al., 2002).  To our knowledge, the ascidian is the only invertebrate 

model system in which all the genes involved in the processing of APP have 

been identified.  We have initiated several studies to examine the putative 

physiological function for several of these AD-related genes in the ascidian.  

Due to the absence of a complete APP-like sequence in the EST database of 

C. intestinalis, our initial efforts have focused on cloning the C. savignyi 

orthologue utilizing recently released EST sequence information.  Interestingly, 

the protein sequence within the presumptive transmembrane domain of the 

C. savignyi APP orthologue is unique to the Aβ region of APP homologous 

proteins found in vertebrates.  In addition, studies examining presenilin 

function have provided support for its putative role in both regulating 

tyrosinase activity, a biosynthetic enzyme necessary for melanogenesis (Wang 

et al., 2006), and in the specification of the peripheral nervous system through 
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regulating the Notch signaling pathway (Micchelli et al., 2003; Pasini et al., 

2006), two preliminary findings subject to future analyses. 

 Because the genome encodes for AD-related genes, ascidians likely 

utilize a conserved amyloid cascade hypothesis.  Both transgenic fly and 

worm AD models have relied on co-expression of human APP and human β-

secretase to reconstruct the APP processing machinery.  We have 

demonstrated that when expressed alone, hAPP695 can be processed to 

produce peptide fragments consistent with the amyloid cascade.  Although 

we cannot distinguish between different Aβ-containing species derived from 

full-length APP, the detection of Aβ-reactive fragments of comparable sizes to 

those expected following cleavage at the α-, β-, or γ-secretase sites suggests 

that the processing pathway is conserved.  The Western blot also revealed 

additional 6E10 immunoreactive bands present only in the embryos expressing 

hAPP695 that could either be degradative products or multimeric forms of the 

Aβ peptide (Kayed et al., 2003; Wilquet and De Strooper, 2004).  We have 

generated several mutant constructs that force the processing of hAPP695 

towards increased plaque formation, consistent with previous observations in 

a mutant hAPP695 mouse model (Oakley et al., 2006) and in individuals with 

genetic forms of AD.  Compared to wild-type hAPP695 expression, a 10-fold 

increase in the average number of plaques per embryo was observed when 

two point mutations were introduced at the β-secretase cleavage site of 

hAPP695 (hAPPmtβ).  This double mutation identified in a Swedish family has 

been shown to result in increased production and secretion of Aβ (Haass et al., 
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1995).  An additional three point mutations, also known as the Austrian, Florida, 

and London mutations, at the γ-secretase site (hAPPmtβγ) resulted in a 5-fold 

increase in plaque formation compared to hAPPmtβ and a 25-fold increase 

compared to wild-type hAPP695.  These findings are consistent with the 

significance of β- and γ-site cleavage for Aβ production and are important 

because all five of the mutations we studied are associated with early-onset 

FAD.  The failure of mutations solely at the γ-secretase site to increase the 

number of plaques supports a significant aspect of the amyloid hypothesis in 

that β-site cleavage acts as a rate-limiting step for the production of Aβ and 

subsequent amyloid plaque formation.  This was further supported by our 

findings in which co-expression of both hAPP695 and CiBace led to a 

significant increase in the number of thioflavin S reactive deposits compared 

to hAPP695 expression alone. 

 These findings indicate that the ascidian provides a much more rapid 

animal model system to examine Aβ plaque formation in vivo.  Transgenic 

mice utilized in AD research take an average of eight months to display any 

observable plaque phenotype, with more aggressive mice AD models 

demonstrating plaque formation at two months of age (Shah et al., 2005; 

Oakley et al., 2006).  Because of their rapid development, the use of 

invertebrates, such as worms and flies, has reduced the time for plaque 

formation down to several weeks (Link, 1995; Link et al., 2003; Greeve et al., 

2004).  However, findings utilizing transgenic ascidians demonstrate that 

plaque formation can be observed in less than a day.  Furthermore, with 
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growing interest in the development of anti-amyloid therapeutics including β-

secretase inhibitors, the ascidian may provide an ideal system to rapidly 

examine their effectiveness on plaque formation in vivo. 

 These results suggest that the ascidian is an ideal invertebrate chordate 

system to study the amyloid hypothesis of AD.  In establishing and using this 

ascidian model for AD, we believe fundamental questions regarding the 

molecular mechanisms coordinating AD and its pathogenesis will be 

answered.   Furthermore, the ascidian due to its small size and experimental 

tractability may permit cost-effective and rapid screening of candidate 

therapeutic compounds for AD early in the drug development process.  

Overall, this study introduces the ascidian as a model for AD that provides the 

framework for understanding and possibly treating this disease and other 

debilitating neurological disorders. 
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FIGURES 

 

Gene Name Reference Number 

app SINCSAVESTG00000005602* 

tau ci0100130712& 

α-secretase ci0100139599& 

β-secretase ci0100140521& 

presenilin ci0100144063& 

nicastrin ci0100130440& 

aph-1 ci0100131222& 

pen-2 ci0100135499& 

neprilysin ci0100141711& 

insulysin ci0100153904& 

ci0100133631& 

 

Notes:  

*   Gene prediction for Ciona savignyi from ensemble release 50 (www.ensembl.org) 
& Gene predictions for Ciona intestinalis from Joint Genome Institute version 1 
 assembly (genome.jgi-psf.org/Cioin2) 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Alzheimer’s Disease-Related Gene Orthologues in Ascidians 

Bioinformatic analyses were conducted to identify putative orthologues of 
AD-relevant genes in the ascidian species Ciona intestinalis or Ciona savignyi.  
Reference numbers for gene predictions are provided. 
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Figure 2.2: An Ascidian β-secretase Orthologue, CiBace 

A) Amino acid comparison between C. intestinalis Bace (CiBace) and human 
BACE1 and BACE2.  CiBace is 31.5% identical and 58% similar to human BACE1 
and 29.9% identical and 55% similar to BACE2.  The region containing the 
characteristic D(T/S)G motif of aspartic proteases is conserved in CiBace and 
indicated (boxed).  B) Reverse Transcriptase PCR off of staged C. intestinalis 

cDNA.  Transcripts were present at 8, 10, 12, and 18 hpf.  C) in situ hybridization 
was conducted to determine the spatial expression patterns of endogenous 
CiBace.  Although a weak signal was observed throughout the embryo, more 
pronounced expression (purple stain) in this representative 12 hpf larva was 
present in the central nervous system in a region corresponding to the sensory 
vesicle (SV). 
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Figure 2.3:  Processing of Human APP695 in Transgenic Ascidian Embryos 

 A) Representative transgenic ascidian embryo ubiquitously expressing human 
APP695 (hAPP695) with a cyan fluorescent protein (CFP) fused at the C-
terminal end.  The cis-regulatory region of the ascidian elongation factor 1a 
(ef-1a) gene was used to drive ubiquitous expression of hAPP695.  Images for 
DIC (top) and CFP (bottom) are shown.  B) Immunoblot of whole transgenic 
embryo lysates expressing hAPP695 or CFP alone.  Full-length hAPP695 and 
putative fragments of hAPP695 processed by α-secretase (α), β-secretase (β) 
or β- and γ-secretase (β � γ) were detected using the Aβ-specific 
monoclonal antibody 6E10.  APP specific bands are only observed in 
transgenic embryos expressing hAPP695 suggesting that ascidians possess 
functional APP processing enzyme complexes.  Bands common to both lanes 
are endogenous ascidian proteins cross-reacting to the human APP antibody. 
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Figure 2.4: APP Mutations Synergize to Increase Plaque Formation 

A) Partial amino acid sequences of hAPP695 for the region surrounding the Aβ 
peptide (dashed line) in the wild-type (hAPPwt) and mutant constructs.  The 
locations of the α-, β-, and γ-secretase cleavage sites are indicated (arrow).  
Specific point mutations introduced by PCR are shown in red.  B-E) 
Representative transgenic embryos (~23 hpf) ubiquitously expressing CFP, 
hAPPwt or mutant constructs.  All transgenes are driven by the ef1a enhancer.  
Images for DIC, thioflavin S staining, mAb 6E10 staining, and fluorescent 
overlays (OL) are shown.  B) Control transgenic embryos expressing CFP.  Note 
the lack of thioflavin S and mAb 6E10 staining.  C) Transgenic embryo 
expressing hAPPwt.  Note some thioflavin S positive plaques and 6E10 staining.  
D) Transgenic embryo expressing hAPPmtβ.  There is an increase in both 
thioflavin S and mAb 6E10 staining compared to either CFP-expressing or 
hAPPwt-expressing embryos.  E) Transgenic embryo expressing hAPPmtβγ.  
These transgenic embryos show the most thioflavin S and mAb 6E10 staining.   
F) Quantification of thioflavin S-positive plaques of embryos shown in B-E.  
Data are plotted as average number of plaques per embryo ± standard error 
(S.E.) versus transgene, n=50 embryos per construct.  A one-way ANOVA 
analysis was performed on the four categories shown; F (3,196) = 72.87, p = 
0.000.  A Tukey post-hoc comparison of the four groups indicates that 
hAPPmtβ-expressing embryos (mtβ) had a significantly greater number of 
plaques compared to larvae expressing hAPPwt (wt) or hAPPmtγ (mtγ), p < 
0.05 (*).  In addition, the number of plaques in hAPPmtβγ-expressing (mtβγ) 
larvae is much greater than for all other transgenic embryos, suggesting that 
mutations at both cleavage sites synergize to produce a significant increase in 
Aβ plaques, p < 0.001 (***).  Data are representative of three separate 
experiments.  It should be noted that the levels of amyloid deposition in 
transgenic embryos expressing hAPPmtγ were similar to those expressing 
hAPPwt and as a result are not shown.  Scale bars in B-D are 50 µm.  Scale bar 
in E is 100 µm. 
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Figure 2.5: Expression of CiBace Enhances Amyloid Deposition 

A) Representative transgenic ascidian embryo ubiquitously expressing a 
CiBace-CFP fusion protein using the ef1a cis-regulatory region.  Images for DIC 
(left) and CFP (right) are shown.  B-C) Representative transgenic embryos (~23 
hpf) ubiquitously expressing CiBace or co-expressed with CiBace and hAPPwt.  
All transgenes are driven by ef1a.  Images for DIC, thioflavin S staining, mAb 
6E10 staining, and fluorescent overlays (OL) are shown.  B) Control transgenic 
embryos expressing CiBace alone.  Note the lack of thioflavin S and mAb 6E10 
staining.  C) Transgenic embryo co-expressing CiBace and hAPPwt.  Note the 
presence of both thioflavin S reactive deposits and 6E10 staining.  D) 
Quantification of thioflavin S-positive plaques from embryos expressing either 
hAPPwt alone or both hAPPwt and CiBace graphed as the fold-increase in 
plaque number compared to hAPPwt.  Results are the average ± standard 
error (S.E.) from four separate experiments with at least 20 embryos per 
condition analyzed from each experiment.  Student T-test, t (6) = 4.09, p = 
0.006 (**).  Scale bar in A is 100 µm.  Scale bars in B and C are 50 µm. 
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Figure 2.6: Anti-Amyloid Drug Treatment Reduces Plaque Load in hAPPmtβγ-

Expressing Embryos 

At the two-cell stage (~1 hpf), transgenic embryos expressing hAPPmtβγ were 
grown in the presence of varying concentrations of the anti-amyloid drug 3-
amino-1-propanesulfonic acid (3-APS).  At 23 hpf, embryos were fixed and 
stained for plaque formation with thioflavin S.  Graphed is the percent 
decrease in plaque load compared to no treatment.  Results are from three 
independent experiments with at least 15 embryos per drug concentration 
analyzed.  A one-way ANOVA analysis was performed on the four 
concentrations shown; F (3,8) = 74.88, p = 0.000.  A Tukey post-hoc comparison 
of the four conditions indicates that embryos grown in 10 mM APS had 
significantly reduced numbers of plaques compared to other concentrations 
of drug, p < 0.001 (***).  0.1 mM APS treatment caused a significant reduction 
in plaque load compared to no treatment, p < 0.01 (**). 
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APPENDIX 

elongation factor 1-a Promoter Forward: 
 GCGCTCTAGAGAGATTTTGTAACCACTCAAATTCCC 
      XbaI  
elongation factor 1-a Promoter Reverse: 
 CGCTGGTACCTTAATATGAGTCTTGTCTTTCAT 
    EcoRI 
elongation factor 1-a Promoter Reverse: 
 CCGGCATGCGGAAGGTTGGGGTTAACCGAAT 
    SphI 
 
hAPP695 Forward: 
 GGCCGCATGCTGCCCGGTTTGGCACTG 
       SphI   
hAPP695 Reverse: 
 GCGCGGATCCGTTCTGCATCTGCTCAAAGAAC 
     BamH1 
 
hAPP695 BamH1 Knockout Sense: 
 CATGGTGGACCCCAAGAAAG 
hAPP695 BamH1 Knockout Antisense: 
 CTTTCTTGGGGTCCACCATG 
 
hAPP695 β-site Mutant K670N, M671L Sense:  
 TCTGAAGTGAACTTGGATGCAGAATTCCGAC 
hAPP695 β-site Mutant K670N, M671L Antisense:  
 GTCGGAATTCTGCATCCAAGTTCACTTCAGA 
 
hAPP695 γ-site Mutant T714I, I716V, V717I Sense: 
 APPmtγ: GTTGTCATAGCGATAGTGGTCATCATCACCTTGGTGATGCTG 
hAPP695 γ-site Mutant T714I, I716V, V717I Antisense: 
 CAGCATCACCAAGGTGATGATGACCACTATCGCTATGACAAC 
 
CiBace Forward: 
 CGCGGTACCAATGGAATTTAATTTTGGTAATTTATTG 
             Asp718 
CiBace Reverse: 
 CGCGGATCCAGTATCATTGAGTTGATTATAACTACC 
             BamH1 
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EXPRESSION OF THE HUMAN AMYLOID BETA PEPTIDE IN THE ASCIDIAN 

CIONA INTESTINALIS ALTERS NEUROLOGICAL BEHAVIOR 
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INTRODUCTION 

 According to the amyloid cascade hypothesis of Alzheimer’s disease 

(AD), the deposition of abnormal protein aggregates containing the amyloid 

beta (Aβ) peptide has an integral role in the development of the disease.  A 

variety of transgenic animal systems have been generated expressing the Aβ 

peptide in an attempt to elucidate its role in the pathogenesis of the disease 

and to aid in the identification of potential disease modifiers.  Similar 

approaches have been utilized in invertebrates including Drosophila 

melanogaster and Caenorhabditis elegans because they lack a neurotoxic 

Aβ sequence in their respective APP homolog and they do not have an 

endogenous β-secretase capable of processing the human amyloid precursor 

protein (APP) into the Aβ peptide.  This chapter examines the utility of a 

transgenic Aβ model using the ascidian, Ciona intestinalis.  As discussed in the 

previous chapters, the ascidian provides an ideal complementary animal 

system to study AD pathogenesis.  The high degree of gene conservation and 

simple chordate nervous system suggest the ascidian is an appropriate model 

to examine several aspects of AD pathogenesis, specifically Aβ-induced 

plaque formation and changes in neurological functioning and behavior. 

The Role of the Amyloid Beta Peptide in Alzheimer’s Disease Pathogenesis 

 AD is a neurodegenerative disorder characterized by a progressive loss 

of memory and decline in cognitive functioning.  According to the amyloid 

hypothesis, the formation and accumulation of the Aβ peptide is central to 

the disease pathogenesis (Hardy and Selkoe, 2002; Mattson, 2004).  Cleavage 
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of APP by β- and γ-secretase results in the production of variable length Aβ 

peptides with Aβ40 or Aβ42 being the most common.  Neurotoxicity has been 

associated with an accumulation and aggregation of the Aβ42 species and is 

the primary component of amyloid fibrils found in plaques of the AD brain.  In 

support of this amyloid hypothesis, genetic analyses of patients with familial 

AD (FAD) show that the majority of FAD mutations are located in genes 

encoding for APP and presenilin, the active component of the γ-secretase 

complex.  These more than 220 different mutations identified in nearly 500 

families affect the processing of APP to cause an excessive accumulation of 

the Aβ42 peptide (Cruts and Van Broeckhoven, 1998). 

 Although Aβ42 is believed to have a pathogenic role in AD, its precise 

involvement is unclear because there is a poor correlation between the 

number of plaques and the severity of dementia in AD patients (Wilcock and 

Esiri, 1982).  Furthermore, the presence of plaques in some healthy, elderly 

individuals suggests that the mechanisms by which Aβ is involved in the 

etiology of AD may be far more complex (Dickson et al., 1995).  Alternatively, 

the soluble, oligomeric form of Aβ is one Aβ-containing species that may play 

a role in AD pathogenesis.  Since the discovery that naturally secreted 

oligomeric Aβ assemblies can inhibit hippocampal long-term potentiation in 

rats (Walsh et al., 2002), researchers have increasingly studied its potential 

neurotoxic role and ability to impair cognition (Kayed et al., 2003; Cleary et al., 

2005; Walsh and Selkoe, 2007). 
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Transgenic Amyloid Beta Animal Model Systems for Alzheimer’s Disease 

 Animal studies have been critical in helping bridge the gap between 

the molecular basis of AD and therapeutic treatment.  A variety of non-

human animal models have been established that recapitulate many AD-

associated phenotypes including the formation of amyloid deposits, synaptic 

dysfunction, neurodegeneration, and behavioral abnormalities (reviewed in, 

Gotz et al., 2004; Link, 2005; Woodruff-Pak, 2008).  However, with the exception 

of larger mammals, very few species spontaneously develop the pathological 

and behavioral symptoms commonly associated with AD.  Consequently, the 

use of mice, flies and worms in AD research have centered on the generation 

of transgenic lines expressing wild-type or mutant forms of AD-relevant genes, 

particularly presenilin or human app (reviewed in, Gotz et al., 2004; Dodart 

and May, 2005; Link, 2005; Eriksen and Janus, 2007; Woodruff-Pak, 2008).  A 

majority of these transgenic lines have been shown to selectively increase the 

relative levels of Aβ42, providing additional support to the amyloid hypothesis.  

Alternatively, several transgenic lines have been established that specifically 

express different forms of the human Aβ peptide (hAβ).  These transgenic hAβ 

models have illuminated the role of Aβ in initiating the aggregation process, its 

contribution to specific AD-associated phenotypes, and its utilization as a 

potential therapeutic target. 

 As the most widely utilized animal system in AD research, transgenic 

mice have provided significant contributions to understanding Aβ-induced 

pathogenicity and treatment.  Due to a lack of Aβ sequence conservation in 
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the murine app, transgenic mice have been generated that express human 

Aβ under the control of various human or murine transcriptional promoter 

elements.  Several of these hAB-expressing murine lines recapitulate AD-

associated phenotypes including the formation of amyloid like fibrils (Wirak et 

al., 1991) and display extensive neuronal degeneration (LaFerla et al., 1995).  

More recently, studies using the murine prion promoter to drive hAβ40 or 

hAβ42 provided support for the hypothesis that Aβ42 acts as the initiating 

factor in AD pathogenesis (McGowan et al., 2005).  Initial examination of Aβ-

based immunotherapy was evaluated in mice through direct immunization of 

synthetically generated hAβ42 peptides (Schenk, 2002; Wisniewski and 

Konietzko, 2008).  In addition, passive immunization utilizing monoclonal 

antibodies specific for Aβ has been shown to reduce Aβ burden and improve 

cognition in transgenic mice (Dodart et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2006). 

 However, the high cost and lengthy time frame associated with 

generating and maintaining transgenic murine lines limits their usefulness in AD 

research particularly for conducting in vivo testing early in the drug 

development process.  As a result, a number of small animal systems have 

emerged due to their size, rapid development, and experimental simplicity.  

The well-characterized genetics and ease of generating transgenics in 

invertebrates including Drosophila and C. elegans, suggests their suitability in 

examining various aspects of AD pathogenesis (reviewed in, Bonini and Fortini, 

2003; Gotz et al., 2004; Link, 2005; Wu and Luo, 2005; Crowther et al., 2006). 
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 Due to both the lack of Aβ sequence conservation and the absence of 

functional β-secretase genes, invertebrate AD models are often transgenic for 

the hAβ peptide (Link, 1995; Finelli et al., 2004; Iijima et al., 2004).  Targeted 

expression of hAβ42 has been shown to cause similar AD-associated 

phenotypes including amyloid deposit formation and learning deficits in flies.  

Conversely, hAβ40 expression only produced slight changes in behavior 

confirming the involvement of Aβ42 in the pathology of the disease (Iijima et 

al., 2004).  Expression of a mutant hAβ42 peptide corresponding to the human 

Arctic mutation resulted in an increase in the levels of intracellular Aβ 

accumulation, locomotor defects, extensive vacuolation in the brain and 

premature death (Crowther et al., 2005).  The mechanism in which 

intraneuronal Aβ accumulation may lead to toxicity has also been examined.  

Studies have suggested that expression of the Aβ42 peptide induces an age-

dependent impairment of autophagy that can lead to extensive neuronal 

cell damage and death (Ling et al., 2009). 

 A variety of transgenic C. elegans lines have been generated to 

examine the relationship between Aβ expression, deposition, and toxicity.  For 

example, hAβ42 expression in body wall muscle resulted in the production of 

amyloid-specific deposits and a progressive paralysis phenotype, symptoms 

modeling human inclusion body myopathies (Link, 1995; Askanas and Engel, 

2001).  These muscle-specific transgenic lines have also been utilized to 

identify the amino acid residues critical for amyloid deposition (Fay et al., 

1998), the mechanisms mediating intracellular Aβ transport and toxicity (Fonte 
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et al., 2002), and the role of oxidative damage in amyloid plaque formation 

(Drake et al., 2003). 

An Ascidian Model to Examine Amyloid Beta Pathogenesis 

 Although the use of Drosophila and C. elegans has been useful in 

examining various aspects of AD, their validity as a model for human diseases 

is diminished due to their distant evolutionary relationship. Unlike both 

Drosophila and C. elegans, ascidians are chordates like humans and recent 

phylogenic analyses has suggested that they are the true sister group to 

vertebrates (Graham, 2004; Delsuc et al., 2006).  This proximal relationship, 

combined with emerging knowledge regarding the neurobiology 

coordinating ascidian behavior, indicate that the ascidian will likely provide a 

more appropriate genomic background for modeling human neurological 

diseases. 

 The ascidian tadpole larva consists of approximately 2500 cells which 

hatches just 18 hours post fertilization (hpf).  As a tadpole larva, the ascidian 

contains a basal central and peripheral nervous system that is fully functional.  

This simple chordate nervous system arises from a neural plate and is 

composed of approximately 330 cells of which ~100 are neurons.  The 

ascidian CNS can be subdivided into three regions: the sensory vesicle and 

visceral ganglion in the trunk and the caudal nerve cord in the tail (reviewed 

in, Nicol and Meinertzhagen, 1988a, b; Meinertzhagen et al., 2004; Imai and 

Meinertzhagen, 2007).  The sensory vesicle is characterized by two pigment 

containing cells, one associated with the light detecting ocellus, and another 
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with the gravity sensing otolith.  The ocellus is composed of a cup-shaped cell 

containing many small pigment granules in addition to three lens cells and 

several photoreceptors.  The spherical mass of pigment associated with the 

statocyte of the otolith is attached to the cavity of the sensory vesicle wall by 

a narrow stalk.  Also associated with the otolith are two fibrous spring 

protuberances thought to detect movement of the statocyte and are 

believed to be involved in gravitational orientation (Sakurai et al., 2004).  The 

visceral ganglion contains the somata of five pairs of motor neurons with 

axons that form a ventrolateral nerve bundle which projects down the tail to 

innervate the two lateral rows of muscle cells.  Lastly the caudal nerve cord, 

although it lacks neurons, is composed of four rows of ependymal cells that 

enclose a central neural canal. 

 The ascidian life cycle consists of two phases: a mobile larval phase 

during which the body plan shares strong homology to that of vertebrates 

and a sessile adult phase during which the organism is permanently attached 

to a substratum and undergoes nutrient uptake through filtration.  

Consequently, the principle objectives of the ascidian larval phage are to 

disperse, select an appropriate site for settlement, and attach (Svane and 

Young, 1989).  These brief sequences of events are critical to allow for 

subsequent metamorphosis of the larva into a sessile adult.  Although short-

lived, during this stage of development the ascidian exhibits numerous 

behaviors to coordinate attachment that are controlled by the central and 

peripheral nervous system including larval swimming and phototactic and 
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geotactic responses.  Muscle contractions conducted by five pairs of motor 

neurons help to drive larval swimming and are believed to involve both 

cholinergic and GABAergic synaptic transmission (Ohmori and Sasaki, 1977; 

Brown et al., 2005).  These coordinated muscle movements cause the larval 

tail to undergo both symmetrical and asymmetrical contractions (Zega et al., 

2006).  Prior to hatching, asymmetrical contractions aid in releasing the 

tadpole from the chorion.  Afterwards, symmetrical contractions allow for 

forward swimming propulsion and asymmetrical contractions initiate a 

change in swimming direction.  To coordinate attachment, larval swimming 

patterns exhibit a characteristic pattern of behavior described in the literature 

as responsive to both light and gravity (Svane and Young, 1989).  The behavior 

of the tadpole is initially both photopositive and geonegative to mediate 

larval dispersal and later shifts to a photonegative and geopositive response 

to coordinate settlement.  In addition, approximately three hours after 

hatching, larvae begin to exhibit a shadow response in which resting tadpoles 

are stimulated to swim when passing from light to dark conditions, a response 

that persists for up to eight hours after hatching and displays characteristics of 

both sensitization and habituation (Tsuda et al., 2003b).  Due to their rapid 

development, perturbations in any of these larval behaviors can be examined 

relatively quickly, advantageous for an in vivo assay of neurobehavioral 

functioning. 

 A rapid period of embryonic development, basal chordate nervous 

system, and easy experimental manipulation makes the ascidian an ideal 
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invertebrate system to study AD pathogenesis.  Adult ascidians are readily 

available all year long in marine environments and can easily be cultivated in 

a laboratory setting.  Efforts by numerous ascidian laboratories have 

produced extensive sequence information including two sequenced 

genomes from the closely related species, C. intestinalis and C. savignyi and 

over one million expressed sequence tags (ESTs) (Dehal et al., 2002; Satou et 

al., 2002; Vinson et al., 2005; Hill et al., 2008).  Through phylogenetic 

footprinting techniques, this genomic information can be utilized to predict 

gene regulatory regions that can then be employed to drive tissue-specific 

expression of any protein of interest (Johnson et al., 2004).  A simple 

electroporation procedure allows for the production of hundreds of 

transgenic ascidian embryos in a brief period of time.  Using this technique, 

transgenic larvae can be generated that express the gene with predictable 

patterns of mosaic expression (Zeller, 2004; Zeller et al., 2006a). 

 Although the vast majority of transgenic larvae produce through our 

electroporation technique are transient in nature, stable transgenic ascidians 

can be generated (Matsuoka et al., 2005) and may be integral to examining 

AD-associated pathologies in the ascidian adult.  Recently, transposon-

mediated germline transgenesis has been demonstrated in the ascidian using 

the Tc1/mariner transposable element Minos (Sasakura, 2007).  One simplified 

approach to generating stable transgenic organisms has been through the 

introduction of linearized transgenes into fertilized eggs with the assumption 

that the exogenous DNA integrates into the genome and is carried in the 
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germ cells, a technique that has been demonstrated in a variety of model 

organisms including mice (Gordon and Ruddle, 1986), frogs (Etkin and 

Pearman, 1987), and zebrafish (Stuart et al., 1988).  However this approach 

often led to the production of a very small number of stable transgenic 

organisms due to low integration efficiency combined with the use of 

conventional microinjection-based methods.  Our ability to easily generate 

numerous transgenic larvae through electroporation suggests that this 

technique may be amenable to achieve stable transgenesis by introducing 

linearized expression constructs. 

 Here we characterize the specific neuronal expression of the 

neurotoxic hAβ42 peptide in the ascidian by driving its production using the 

regulatory region of the synaptotagmin gene, a cis-regulatory element 

previously characterized to be pan-neural (Katsuyama et al., 2002).  In the 

majority of transgenic larvae, expression is observed in regions corresponding 

to the sensory vesicle and visceral ganglion of the central nervous system and 

if expressed at high levels can lead to amyloid-like deposition.  However, prior 

to amyloid formation, hAβ42 expression causes observable defects in larval 

behavior and neuromuscular functioning that are improved upon treatment 

with an inhibitor of Aβ aggregation or in larvae expressing a hAβ42-CFP fusion 

protein.  These findings indicate that Aβ-containing oligomers are likely 

involved in the impairment of normal larval functions.  Lastly, we describe the 

generation of stable transgenic ascidian lines expressing either a fluorescent 
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protein reporter or hAβ42 in the nervous system produced by electroporation 

of exogenous linearized DNA. 

 

METHODS 

Construction of Transgenes 

 All transgenes were constructed using the parent pSP72 vector 

(Promega, Madison, WI) containing the SV40 polyadenylation signal 

sequence as described previously (Zeller et al., 2006b).  Primers were designed 

to clone the 3700 bp cis-regulatory domain of synaptotagmin to drive the 

expression of our transgenes.  For the construction of a signal peptide-

containing hAβ42 (sAB42), the sequences encoding for the signal peptide or 

the Aβ42 region of app were PCR amplified using the cDNA of human app695 

as a template, kindly provided by Dr. Edward Koo (Buxbaum et al., 1993), and 

assembled using overlap PCR.  The 3′-primer for the amplification of the hAβ42 

region introduced a stop codon after amino acid 42 of hAβ42.  To facilitate 

the cloning process, point mutations were generated in the overlap primers to 

eliminate the endogenous KpnI and EcoRI restriction enzyme sites.  A second 

construct was generated in which sAβ42 was fused at the C-terminus in-frame 

with a codon-optimized cyan-fluorescent protein (CFP) (Zeller et al., 2006b).  

Expression constructs were sequenced verified by the San Diego State 

University Microchemical Core (San Diego, CA).  The primers utilized for 

cloning are listed in Appendix. 
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Transgenic Embryo Production and Culturing 

 The culturing and electroporation of C. intestinalis embryos has been 

described previously (Zeller, 2004; Zeller et al., 2006a).  Briefly, adult ascidians 

were collected from several marinas in San Diego, California and maintained 

in a closed, recirculating sea water system under constant light to induce 

gamete production.  Fertilized and dechorionated eggs were electroporated 

with various masses (20-70 µg) of circularized expression constructs for the 

production of transient transgenics using a custom electroporation device 

(Zeller et al., 2006a).  For anti-amyloid therapeutic treatment, 3-amino-1-

propanesulfonic acid (3-APS; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was added directly 

to transgenic ascidian larvae at a final concentration of 1 mM after the 2-cell 

stage (approximately 1 hpf) and allowed to develop at 18°C. 

 For the production of stable transgenics, approximately 70 µg of the 

expression construct was linearized by restriction enzyme digest.  Following a 

phenol/chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation, DNA was 

resuspended in a small volume of water and electroporated into fertilized 

ascidian eggs.  Candidate transgenic embryos were first anesthetized at 12 

hpf with 0.02% 3-aminobenzoic acid ethyl ester (Sigma-Aldrich, St.Louis, MO) 

to prevent non-specific attachment.  Approximately 24 hpf, larvae were 

transferred to a 100 mm gelatin-coated dish filled with sea water.  As the 

effects of the anesthetic wore off, individual larvae were positioned on 

scratches located at the bottom of a second 100 mm gelatin-coated dish 

using a mouth pipette, where the larvae instantly attached to initiate 
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metamorphosis.  The dish containing these attached larvae were inverted 

and floated on glass bowls containing approximately 150 mL of fresh sea 

water supplemented with 15 µL of concentrated commercial microalgae 

(Reef Nutrition Phytofeast; Campbell, CA).  Bowls were kept at 18°C for several 

weeks and sea water containing microalgae was replaced daily.  For long-

term culturing, the dish was transferred to a custom-built, closed culturing 

system and fed daily. 

 To generate F1 offspring, prospective stable transgenic ascidian adults 

were subject to light-induced spawning.  Briefly, founders were placed under 

constant light conditions for several days prior to spawning to accumulate 

gamete production.  To release gametes, adults were then transferred to the 

dark for several hours.  The sea water containing gametes were passed 

through an 80 µm filter to collect eggs and sperm separately and used to 

fertilize wild-type gametes.  To ensure self-fertilization did not occur, a sample 

of non-fertilized eggs (both transgenic and wild-type) was maintained.  After 

hatching, prospective F1 tadpoles were transferred to a non-coated dish to 

allow larvae to attach.  Integration of the transgene was confirmed by either 

PCR analyses or immunofluorescent staining (see below). 

Immunofluorescent Staining and Histology 

 Transgenic larvae were fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde in sea water and 

permeabilized with 100% methanol.  After washing in phosphate buffered tris 

containing 0.1% tween-20 (PBT), embryos were blocked in 1% donkey serum 

and incubated with a 1:1000 dilution of the mouse monoclonal antibody 6E10 
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(anti-Aβ; Covance, Trenton, NJ) or a goat, anti-GFP antibody (Rockland, 

Gilbertsville, PA) in PBT containing 1% donkey serum overnight.  After washing 

with PBT, embryos were treated with the secondary antibody Alexa Fluor 546 

goat anti-mouse or donkey anti-goat IgG (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) diluted 

1:200 in PBT/1% serum.  For plaque staining, larvae were incubated in PBT 

containing 10 µg/mL of thioflavin S (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) for one hour 

with the secondary antibody.  Embryos were stored in 50% glycerol and 

imaged using a Zeiss Axioplan 2e Imaging microscope. 

Attachment Assay 

 Approximately 14 hpf, transgenic larvae were paralyzed using 3-

aminobenzoic acid ethyl ester as previously described.  At around 22 hpf, 

transgenic larvae expressing CFP, sAβ42 or sAβ42-CFP were transferred to a 

gelatin-coated 100 mm petri dish lid containing seawater supplemented with 

10 U/mL penicillin and 10 µg/mL of streptomycin.  A 100 mm petri was then 

carefully suspended on top of the first dish to sandwich the larvae between 

the two surfaces.  The apparatus was kept in the dark and cultured at 18°C.  

After 24 hours, embryos were scored based on the ability to adhere to the 

bottom of the floating dish and initiate metamorphosis. 

Larval Functioning Assessments 

 Behavioral and neuromuscular assays were conducted on larvae 

expressing CFP, sAβ42, or sAβ42-CFP.  Transgenic larvae were initially sorted for 

CFP expression.  To identify sAβ42-expressing embryos, fertilized eggs were co-

electroporated with 10 µg of a pigment cell-specific red fluorescent protein 
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(RFP) reporter with the assumption that co-electroporated transgenes are 

expressed in the same embryonic cells (Zeller et al., 2006a). Neuromuscular 

function was assessed in transgenic larvae starting at 14 hpf, the onset of 

asymmetrical tail flicking.  The tail beat frequency of individual transgenic 

larvae was measured by the number of tail beats per minute.  For each trial, 

at least 20 embryos per condition were measured and the frequencies were 

normalized to larvae expressing CFP alone. 

 To assess the larval shadow response, approximately ten transgenic 

larvae expressing the same transgene were transferred to a 35 mm gelatin 

coated dish and kept at 18°C.  Between 24 and 26 hpf, individual dishes were 

exposed to both normal ambient light and a fiber optic high intensity 

illuminator (Dolan-Jenner, Boxborough, MA) for at least five minutes until a 

large majority of the tadpoles were at a rested state.  The fiber optic 

illuminator was then shut off and the number of tadpoles that responded to 

this immediate “light-off” setting was scored.  For each trial, at least 50 

embryos per condition were scored. 

 The geotactic response assay was conducted by individually 

transferring single transgenic larvae to gelatin coated 9” Pasteur Pipets (Fisher 

Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) containing sea water.  Each pipet was then plugged 

at the bottom using 2% agarose and cut at the top using a diamond cutter 

entrapping the larvae in a thin glass tube of approximately 70 mm.  Tubes 

were kept upright and stored in the dark at 18°C until hatching.  

Approximately 1 hour after hatching, a time at which several ascidian tadpole 
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species have been described as being negatively geotropic (Svane and 

Young, 1989), the location of individual larvae were measured based on their 

distance from the agarose plug.  Alternatively, after transferring individual 

larvae to the glass tube, they were monitored from the side using a CCD 

camera (NET USA, Inc., Highland, IN). 

 

RESULTS 

Transgenic Expression of Human Aβ42 

 To determine if the expression of hAβ42 would have any pathogenic 

effects on the ascidian nervous system, we drove its expression using a ~3.7 kB 

upstream regulatory region of the synaptotagmin gene, a promoter element 

previously characterized to be nervous-system specific in the ascidian and 

other invertebrate larvae (Katsuyama et al., 2002; Imai and Meinertzhagen, 

2007; Matsumoto et al., 2008).  To allow the export of hAβ42 from the 

endoplasmic reticulum to the cytosol, the endogenous signal peptide of 

human APP695 was fused to the N-terminus of hAβ42 (Buckig et al., 2002).  A 

schematic of the neuronal-specific expression construct encoding for the 

signal peptide-containing hAβ42 (sAB42) is depicted in Figure 3.1A.  To easily 

identify transgenic ascidian larvae, a second sAβ42 expression construct was 

generated that fused a codon-optimized cyan fluorescent protein (Zeller et al., 

2006b) to the C-terminal end of sAβ42 (sAβ42-CFP).  Similar fluorescent protein 

fusion tags have been utilized to monitor protein localization and function 
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both in cells and organisms with little effect if any on function (Cubitt et al., 

1995; Misteli and Spector, 1997; Zeller et al., 2006b). 

 At approximately 23 hpf, transgenic larvae expressing sAβ42, sAβ42-CFP, 

or CFP were fixed and stained for Aβ expression using the monoclonal anti-Aβ 

antibody (6E10) that recognizes a six amino acid epitope (FRHDSG) located 

within the Aβ sequence (McLaurin et al., 2002).  Although Aβ42 expression 

could be observed in various regions of the central and peripheral nervous 

system for both expression constructs, the majority of transgenic larvae 

exhibited 6E10 staining in the sensory vesicle and visceral ganglion of the 

central nervous system (Figure 3.1B-C).  6E10 staining was absent in transgenic 

larvae expressing CFP alone (Figure 3.1D). 

sAβ42 Expression Affects Larval Attachment 

 Studies examining ascidian larval behavior have offered insight into 

neural function and may provide an assay to monitor neural dysfunction 

(Tsuda et al., 2003a; Meinertzhagen et al., 2004; Zega et al., 2006).  One well-

characterized behavior controlled by the nervous system of the ascidian 

tadpole larvae involves the coordinated actions guiding attachment, an 

event necessary for metamorphosis (Cloney, 1982).  To determine if the 

expression of sAβ42 or sAβ42-CFP could affect larval attachment, transgenic 

tadpoles were placed in a device that would assay for attachment to the 

underside of a floating dish (Figure 3.2A).  This apparatus was then placed in 

the dark for 24 hours to allow larvae to settle (Jiang et al., 2005).  To optimize 

the percentage of morphologically normal larvae, the amount of DNA 
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introduced into fertilized eggs was reduced to 40 µg as initial observation of 

sAβ42-expressing larvae showed that increasing masses of the expression 

construct caused larval defects (data not shown).  During the electroporation 

process chorions are removed from eggs which later negatively impacts larval 

settlement and only about 35% of dechorionated larvae can properly attach 

(data not shown).  Transgenic larvae expressing sAβ42 exhibited a 50% 

reduction in attachment compared to embryos expressing CFP alone (Figure 

3.2B).  Interestingly, larval attachment was significantly improved by 

approximately 27% when an equal mass of sAβ42-CFP was expressed.  This 

improvement in attachment may be the result of a reduction in sAβ42 

aggregation caused by steric hindrance from the attached large CFP 

molecule (~27 kDa) inhibiting the formation of higher order Aβ-containing 

species.  It has previously been shown that treatment of transgenic larvae with 

3-APS, a chemical inhibitor of Aβ aggregation, reduces plaque load in 

ascidian larvae expressing human APP (Chapter II).  As shown in Figure 3.2B, 3-

APS treatment significantly improved the level of attachment in sAβ42-

expressing larvae by 35%.  These findings indicate that sAβ42 aggregation 

may be responsible for the observed defect in larval attachment and 

interfering with the aggregation process may improve normal larval function.  

In addition, the expression of sAβ42 appears to hinder one or more of the 

behaviors coordinating larval attachment and is indicative of Aβ42-induced 

neural dysfunction. 
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Larvae Expressing sAβ42 Display a Reduction in the Shadow Response 

 The well-characterized swimming pattern guiding larval dispersal and 

settlement rely on the ability of ascidian tadpole to respond to light and 

gravity.  After hatching, swimming can be initiated either spontaneously or 

triggered by a decrease in illumination with a behavior classified as the 

shadow response (Svane and Young, 1989).  To determine if this behavior is 

altered as a result of sAβ42 expression, the shadow response was assessed in 

transgenic larvae that expressed sAβ42, sAβ42-CFP, or CFP.  The assay was 

conducted between 24 and 26 hpf, approximately six to eight hours after 

hatching, a period in which the difference in swimming speed between light 

on and light off conditions was previously shown to be maximal (Nakagawa et 

al., 1999).  As shown in Figure 3.3A, more than 85% of transgenic larvae 

expressing CFP alone exhibited a shadow response.  However, this 

percentage was significantly reduced in larvae expressing sAβ42 with only 

30% of larvae responding.  This photokinetic behavior was significantly 

improved in transgenic embryos expressing sAβ42-CFP or when larvae 

expressing sAβ42 were grown in the presence of 1 mM 3-APS, with 

approximately 75% and 60% of larvae exhibiting a shadow response 

respectively.  There was no effect on the shadow response in CFP-expressing 

larvae treated with 3-APS and little improvement was observed in conjunction 

with sAβ42-CFP expression (data not shown).  These observations indicate that 

the expression and aggregation of sAβ42 may interfere with the larval light 
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response and that this reduction in light detection may be responsible for the 

defect in larval attachment. 

 The observed reduction in the shadow response resulting from sAβ42 

expression may be the result of an inability of the ocellus to function as a light 

sensor.  To determine if the spatial expression pattern of sAβ42 correlates with 

this observed change in photokinetic behavior, transgenic larvae were 

stained for sAβ42 expression after being sorted based on their shadow 

response.  As shown in Figure 3.3B-D, approximately 74% of larvae that failed 

to exhibit a shadow response  exhibited sAβ42 expression in the sensory vesicle 

of the larval CNS (31 out of 42 larvae), an area of the tadpole trunk containing 

the ocellus.  Additionally, more than 65% of transgenic larvae that appeared 

to respond normally to the onset of darkness  were not immunoreactive in the 

sensory vesicle (33 out of 50 larvae) suggesting the sAβ42 expression in this 

region of the central nervous system may be impairing the functionality of the 

ocellus. 

Reduced Neuromuscular Functioning as a Result of sAβ42 Expression 

 The reduction in levels of attachment observed as a result of sAβ42 

expression may also be due to a defect in swimming ability, a physiological 

process also under the control of the larval nervous system.  Brief observation 

of transgenic tadpole larvae after hatching showed no distinguishable 

differences in the swimming ability as a result of sAβ42 expression.  However, 

when analyzed earlier in development, it became apparent that sAβ42 

expression caused a reduction in the onset of tail twitching and the overall 
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frequency of tail beating.  These initial asymmetrical tail flicks help to liberate 

the hatching larva (Brown et al., 2005) and can easily be observed when the 

chorion is removed.  As shown in Figure 3.4A, sAβ42 expression caused a 

significant 60% reduction in the average frequency of tail beating compared 

to larvae expressing CFP alone.  However, this frequency was increased as a 

result of either sAβ42-CFP expression or 1 mM 3-APS treatment with a more 

than 25% and 55% improvement respectively.  These results suggest that sAβ42 

expression and its subsequent aggregation may inhibit locomotor activity and 

that this neuromuscular defect may also play a role in sAβ42-induced 

alterations in larval swimming behavior and attachment.  These findings 

suggest that the previously observed alterations in the light response may be a 

result of this neuromuscular defect.  To address this, individual transgenic 

larvae expressing sAβ42 were first assayed for their tail beat frequency and 

subsequently for their shadow response.  At 15 hpf larvae exhibiting a reduced 

tail beat frequency were isolated from those with a frequency similar to larvae 

expressing CFP alone.  Nine hours later (six hours post hatching) larvae were 

scored for their ability to respond to light.  As shown in Figure 3.4B, the slight 

reduction in the shadow response of Aβ42-expressing larvae exhibiting a 

slower tail beat frequency was not significant indicating that the defects in 

neuromuscular functioning and the photokinetic response are independent 

behaviors. 

 Larval tail movements are the result of muscle contractions driven by 

five pairs of motor neurons located in the visceral ganglion whose axons 
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project into muscle fibers along the tail.  Therefore, the observed reduction in 

tail beat frequency resulting from sAβ42-expression may be due to its affects 

on motor neuron function.  As a result, we examined the spatial expression of 

sAβ42 after sorting transgenic larvae based on their tail beat frequency.  As 

shown in Figure 3.4C-E, 65% of larvae that displayed a reduction in the tail 

beat frequency exhibited sAβ42 expression in regions including the larval 

visceral ganglion, the region of the tadpole trunk which contains the motor 

neurons of the larval CNS (18 out of 27 larvae).  However, 75% of sAβ42-

expressing larvae that had a comparable tail beat frequency to CFP alone 

had no sAβ42 staining in this region (24 out of 32 larvae).  These results indicate 

that neuromuscular functioning in the ascidian embryo may be impaired as a 

result of sAβ42 expression in the visceral ganglion and that a reduction in 

sAβ42 aggregation may ameliorate these effects. 

sAβ42-Induced Larval Defects Are Independent of Amyloid Plaque Formation 

 These alterations in larval behavior and neuromuscular performance 

suggest that neuronal function is severely affected as a result of sAβ42 

expression.  This suggests that additional AD-related pathologies, such as the 

formation of Aβ-containing amyloid plaques, may also be present in 

transgenic larvae expressing sAβ42.  We have previously described thioflavin 

S-reactive amyloid deposits in transgenic ascidians which expressed wild-type 

or mutant variants of human APP695 (Chapter II).  To determine if amyloid 

plaque formation is associated with the sAβ42-induced behavioral and 

neuromuscular defects, thioflavin S and antibody staining for Aβ expression 
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was performed on transgenic larvae immediately following the shadow 

response or neuromuscular assays.  Surprisingly, despite the observed defects 

in larval behavior, we did not observe any thioflavin S-reactive deposits in 

ascidians expressing either sAβ42 or sAβ42-CFP (data not shown).  This finding 

implies that alternative sAβ42-containing species are sufficient to induce 

alterations in neurological behavior without the requirement of amyloid 

plaque formation. 

 The absence of amyloid deposits in sAβ42-expressing larvae was 

surprising given the fact that the thioflavin S-reactive deposits that formed as 

a result of APP695 expression (Chapter II) would require both APP processing 

and sufficient Aβ42 aggregation to allow for observable plaque formation in 

vivo.  Consequently, this lack of amyloid deposition in our transgenic sAβ42-

expressing model suggests that plaque formation may be dependent on 

several factors.  To determine if the level of sAβ42 expression was important for 

plaque generation in the ascidian, transgenic larvae were generated by 

electroporating a substantially higher mass of the expression construct (~70 

µg) into fertilized eggs.  At 23 hpf, transgenic larvae were fixed and stained for 

sAβ42 expression using the mAb 6E10 and amyloid plaque formation using 

thioflavin S.  As shown in Figure 3.5A-B, the expression of either sAβ42 or sAβ42-

CFP at this higher concentration led to sufficient sAβ42 aggregation to induce 

the production of thioflavin S-reactive deposits that appeared to co-localize 

with 6E10 staining.  In larvae expressing CFP alone, 6E10 and thioflavin S 

staining were absent (data not shown).  Consistent with our findings that CFP 
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fused to sAβ42 may sterically inhibit Aβ aggregation, the number of thioflavin 

S-reactive deposits in larvae expressing sAβ42-CFP was significantly lower, with 

a 50% reduction in plaque load (Figure 3.5C).  A similar level of reduction in 

the number of thioflavin S-reactive deposits was observed in sAβ42-expressing 

larvae grown in the presence of 1 mM 3-APS.  Importantly, these findings 

demonstrate that the ascidian can be utilized to examine Aβ-induced 

amyloid plaque formation in vivo and extends its use as a potential whole 

animal model to assess the effectiveness of novel anti-amyloid inhibitors. 

 In addition to the importance of sAβ42 expression levels, amyloid 

plaque formation may also be temporally dependent such that the time 

frame for observable visible plaque deposition may be insufficient in our 

ascidian AD model.  For example, in alternative invertebrate AD models 

amyloid plaque formation resulting from the expression of the human Aβ42 

peptide takes several days in Drosophila and a few weeks in C. elegans (Link, 

1995; Crowther et al., 2005).  Although as shown in Figure 3.5, the expression of 

sAβ42 resulted in observable plaque formation at 23 hpf, the time frame in 

which the functional assays were conducted may limit the ability of sAβ42 to 

aggregate into plaques.  For example, when assaying for neuromuscular 

functioning, larvae were assessed several hours earlier at the onset of tail 

beating, or approximately 15 hpf.  To determine if this time frame would be 

sufficient for amyloid deposition in vivo, transgenic larvae expressing 70 µg of 

sAβ42 were fixed at several times throughout development and assessed for 

thioflavin S deposit formation.  As shown in Figure 3.6, thioflavin S-reactive 
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deposits were observed in transgenic larvae as early as 15 hpf with a gradual 

increase in plaque load over time.  These findings indicate that the time for 

plaque deposition is sufficient and that the absence of plaque formation in 

transgenic larvae exhibiting behavioral defects is likely the result of low levels 

of expression caused by electroporating a lower mass of the sAβ42 expression 

construct.  Importantly, this also suggests that sAβ42 expression alone is 

sufficient to cause defects in larval behavior prior to amyloid plaque 

deposition in vivo and that alternative Aβ-containing species are likely 

mediating these effects on neuronal function. 

A Potential in vivo GFP Folding Reporter for Aβ Aggregation 

 Researchers have utilized similar Aβ-fluorescent protein fusions to 

establish a correlation between the levels of Aβ aggregation and fluorescent 

intensity.  Using these GFP folding reporters, studies conducted in bacterial 

cells have shown that the fusion of GFP to Aβ42 leads to the formation of 

insoluble aggregates in which GFP is inactive and the cells fail to fluoresce 

(Waldo et al., 1999; Wurth et al., 2002).  However, our findings in the ascidian 

demonstrate that the sAβ42-CFP fusion protein maintains both its fluorescent 

properties and aggregation ability as assessed by thioflavin S-reactive deposit 

formation.  To determine whether CFP fluorescence is affected as a result of 

the fusion to sAβ42, we compared the fluorescent intensities between larvae 

expressing equal masses of CFP alone (Figure 3.7A) to those expressing the 

sAβ42-CFP fusion protein (Figure 3.7B).  To normalize the fluorescent intensities, 

both constructs were co-electroporated with an equal mass of a RFP reporter.  
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As shown in Figure 3.7C, fusion of sAβ42 to CFP significantly reduced the CFP 

to RFP fluorescent intensity ratio by more than 70%.  This suggests that the 

formation of Aβ aggregates may be inhibiting the ability of CFP to fold into a 

functionally active fluorescent protein. 

The Development of Stable Transgenic Lines Expressing sAβ42 

 One complication that was encountered while conducting assays on 

tadpole behavior was the tendency of dechorionated larvae to non-

specifically attach to one another.  This is largely due to the absence of test 

production normally carried out by maternally-derived test cells that are 

removed during the electroporation process.  One approach to circumvent 

this issue of random attachment is to establish ascidian lines that stably 

express our gene-of-interest.  Stable transgenesis would eliminate the need to 

isolate embryos from their extraembryonic environment as transgenic larvae 

could be generated by simple fertilization.  Although stable transgenic lines 

have previously been described in the ascidian, to our knowledge it has not 

been demonstrated by simple electroporation of linearized transgenes. 

 The CFP or sAβ42 expression constructs used previously were first 

linearized to increase the likelihood of inducing endogenous double-stranded 

break repair mechanisms and promote integration when introduced into 

developing ascidian larvae.  High concentrations, approximately 70 µg, of 

either construct were then electroporated into fertilized eggs.  After 15 hpf, 

individual transgenic larvae were transferred to a non-coated dish to allow for 

larval attachment and subsequent metamorphosis.  Due to the absence of a 
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fluorescent tag, sAβ42 expression was determined by co-electroporating 

fertilized eggs with a pigment cell-specific reporter with the assumption that 

co-electroporated transgenes are always expressed in the same embryonic 

cells (Zeller et al., 2006a).  As shown in Figure 3.8A, neuronal-specific expression 

of our fluorescent reporter could be observed in ascidian tadpoles with 

expression persisting through metamorphosis and lasting for several months in 

the adult.  As they aged, expression of the fluorescent reporter in the adult 

appeared to become restricted to the neural gland with axonal projections to 

both the oral and atrial siphons.  Interestingly, in visualizing reporter expression 

in these stable transgenic lines, we found that adult ascidians would retract as 

an immediate response to the CFP excitation wavelength.  As a result, 

expression of our fluorescent reporter was detected using a wavelength 

appropriate for GFP excitation combined with the appropriate filter sets.  Due 

to the absence of a fluorescent tag in sAβ42-expressing adults, antibody 

staining was performed using both the Aβ-specific 6E10 antibody and 

thioflavin S.  As shown in Figure 3.8B, ascidian adults (~ 90 days old) expressing 

sAβ42 exhibited thioflavin S-reactive deposits that appeared to co-localize 

with sAβ42 expression.  Both 6E10 and thioflavin S staining were absent in 

adults expressing the fluorescent protein reporter alone (Figure 3.8C). 

 To determine if the transgene was incorporated into the germ line, we 

generated F1 offspring by outcrossing CFP- or sAβ42-expressing adults with 

wild-type animals.  Transgenic adults were competent for fertilization at 

approximately two months old as assessed by the presence of both eggs and 
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sperm.  Individual adults were subjected to light-induced spawning after 

which eggs and sperm were collected separately and crossed with wild-type 

gametes.  Non-fertilized eggs were separately maintained to ensure an 

outcross between the transgenic founder and wild-type gametes and that 

self-fertilization did not occur.  Upon initial examination of the F1 offspring 

produced by outcrossing CFP-expressing adults to wild-type ascidians, we 

failed to directly observe any CFP fluorescence.  However, fixation followed 

by immunofluorescence revealed the expression of CFP in the majority of F1 

tadpoles examined.  The pattern of expression appeared to be consistently 

localized to a single neuron presumed to be the eminens cell of the larval 

central nervous system (Figure 3.8D).  The presence of CFP in the genome of 

F1 offspring was further confirmed using PCR analyses (Figure 3.8E).  

Presumptive F1 larvae expressing CFP (lanes 6-8) were lysed and PCR was 

conducted to amplify the 750 bp region corresponding to CFP (positive 

control, lane 1).  This 750 bp band was absent in either wild-type (lane 2) or F1 

larvae expressing sAβ42 (lanes 3-4).  F1 tadpoles were also generated by 

outcrossing sAβ42-expressing adults to wild-type.  Immunofluorescent staining 

of F1 larvae with the anti-Aβ, 6E10 antibody revealed a similar pattern of 

localization restricted to the eminens neuron (data not shown).  However, we 

were unable to detect the presence of thioflavin S-reactive deposits in any of 

the F1 tadpoles examined, a likely consequence of weak sAβ42 expression in 

the F1 progeny. 
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DISCUSSION 

In this study, we have established that an accumulation of the human 

Aβ42 peptide in the ascidian larval nervous system can induce a variety of 

behavioral defects impacting larval function.  Larval attachment is 

significantly affected as a result of sAβ42 expression which may be due to 

defects in neurological behaviors and/or neuromuscular functioning.  

Importantly, reducing sAβ42 aggregation either chemically though the use of 

anti-amyloid therapeutic or genetically by the addition of a fluorescent tag to 

the C-terminus of sAβ42, appears to ameliorate these defects in larval 

behavior.  We have also demonstrated that when expressed at higher levels, 

sAβ42 can accumulate to form amyloid plaque-like deposits in a rapid 

manner and the severity of amyloid deposition can be reduced by inhibiting 

sAβ42 aggregation. 

 Here we demonstrate that in the ascidian an accumulation of Aβ42 

induces several pathological effects that resemble those observed in 

alternative AD animal models.  However, unique to our findings in the ascidian 

is the rapid time in which these symptoms can be observed.  Having a fully 

developed nervous system as a tadpole larva, we can monitor changes in 

normal behavior relatively quickly.  Furthermore, the time to observable 

plaque formation is substantially faster in the ascidian, a likely result of the 

rapid development and the robustness of sAβ42 expression in transgenic 

larvae.  By driving the expression of sAβ42 with a cis-regulatory element of the 

pan-neural synaptotagmin gene, we were able to promote the expression of 
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sAβ42 relatively early in development.  Previous studies have identified 

synaptotagmin transcripts at approximately 5 hpf, or at the 110-cell stage, 

located at the anterior edge of the embryo which has been reported to have 

a neural fate (Nishida, 1987; Katsuyama et al., 2002).  This early activation may 

likely explain why at higher levels sAβ42 expression appears to affect larval 

morphology.  However, by controlling both the amount of sAβ42 introduced 

into fertilized eggs and the degree of mosaicism (Zeller et al., 2006a), we were 

able to generate transgenic larvae to analyze for either behavioral defects or 

plaque formation.  Furthermore, mosaic expression of our transgene allowed 

for the ability to correlate sAβ42 localization with a predicted effect on larval 

behavior.  As presented in Figures 3.3C and 3.5B, the region of the central 

nervous system involved in controlling a particular behavior was shown to be 

positive for sAβ42 expression.  For example, in larvae that exhibited either a 

reduction in the light response or a neuromuscular defect, sAβ42 expression 

was detected in the sensory vesicle or the visceral ganglion of the tadpole 

respectively.  Collectively, these studies on Aβ-induced alterations in larval 

behavior and plaque formation provide support for the amyloid hypothesis 

which proposes that an excessive accumulation of Aβ42 is sufficient to cause 

defects in neurological behavior resembling AD and suggests that the 

molecular basis underlying Aβ toxicity is conserved in the ascidian. 

 It should also be noted that in the assessment of sAβ42-induced 

changes in larval behavior we also attempted to examine if the larval gravity 

response was affected as a result of sAβ42 expression.  However, conducting 
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these assays on a large number of transgenic larvae simultaneously has been 

problematic due to non-specific larval attachment caused by the removal of 

extraembryonic test cells during the electroporation process.  As a result of this 

complication, an assay was developed that would monitor the vertical 

swimming behavior of individual transgenic tadpoles after hatching.  However, 

initial examination did not reveal any considerable differences in the vertical 

swimming behavior of sAβ42-expressing larvae.  Furthermore, previous 

research indicating that the majority of ascidian larvae initially swim upwards 

within three hours after hatching (Tsuda et al., 2003a) was not observed in our 

studies of wild-type tadpoles.  This lack of a consistent geotactic behavior of 

swimming tadpole larvae was not unexpected as previous claims have also 

been made that the behavioral response to gravity can be extremely variable 

in ascidians (Svane and Young, 1989). 

 The lack of plaque deposition in larvae exhibiting neurological defects 

provides additional support to recent theories that alternative Aβ42-

containing species may act as causative factors for Aβ-induced pathogenesis.  

Initially, it was believed that insoluble, fibrillar forms of Aβ42, such as those 

commonly observed in amyloid plaques, were primarily responsible for the Aβ-

induced neurotoxicity associated with AD (Pike et al., 1991; Lorenzo and 

Yankner, 1994).  However, evidence including the identification of cognitively 

normal individuals with abnormally high levels of Aβ plaque deposition and a 

weak correlation between the severity of cognitive decline and plaque load 

has suggested that alternative neurotoxic Aβ species may exist (Dickson et al., 
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1995; Westerman et al., 2002).  It has recently been reported that intracellular 

Aβ accumulation can take on several forms and that this structural 

polymorphism of the Aβ species can mediate a variety of pathogenic effects 

prior to plaque formation in vivo (Klein et al., 2004; Lesne et al., 2006; Iijima et 

al., 2008).  Furthermore, in a variety of transgenic animal and cell culture 

models, often times pathological changes are observed prior to the onset of 

amyloid deposit accumulation.  We believe the sAβ42-mediated behavioral 

effects in our ascidian AD model are not a result of the sAβ42 peptide 

monomer itself as 3-APS treatment and fusion of CFP to sAβ42, both believed 

to inhibit the aggregation of Aβ, significantly reduces these behavioral 

changes while likely retaining the normal function, if any, of the sAβ42 peptide 

monomer.  For these reasons, we believe soluble amyloid oligomers may be a 

likely candidate for the Aβ-containing species mediating the observed effects 

on larval behavior.  Oligomeric Aβ is thought to be involved in Aβ-induced 

impairment of spatial memory in mice (Lesne et al., 2006).  Furthermore, in 

Drosophila, Aβ oligomers have been implicated in defects in locomotor 

functioning thought to be caused by a reduction in synaptic function along 

neuromuscular junctions (Crowther et al., 2005; Chiang et al., 2009). 

 To our knowledge, this is the first description of a fluorescent protein 

fusion to sAβ42 having decreased aggregation properties.  Previous research 

in bacterial cells have utilized similar Aβ42-GFP fusion proteins as a fluorescent 

reporter such that N-terminal fusions of Aβ42 to GFP prevent the proper folding 

of GFP and therefore do not fluoresce (Wurth et al., 2002; Wurth et al., 2006).  
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In contrast, studies with our sAβ42-CFP expression construct suggest that the 

fluorescent protein remains functional in the ascidian.  Although sAβ42-CFP 

expression exhibited a decrease in fluorescent intensity compared to larvae 

expressing CFP alone, additional studies are necessary to determine whether 

sAβ42-CFP may function as a similar GFP folding reporter for use in the 

ascidian system.  For example, although equal masses of either CFP or sAβ42-

CFP were electroporated into fertilized eggs, confirmation of equal protein 

expression in vivo should be determined. 

 In addition to having reduced fluorescent properties, sAβ42-CFP 

expression also exhibited a decrease in the extent of Aβ42 aggregation, a 

finding not observed in alternative GFP folding reporters.  This unique property 

of our sAβ42-CFP expression construct may be explained by the absence of a 

twelve amino acid linker between Aβ and the fluorescent protein found to be 

essential for the GFP folding reporter to function (Kim et al., 2006).  We believe 

this closer proximity of the CFP molecule to sAβ42 may sterically hinder Aβ 

aggregation resulting in the observed decrease in thioflavin S staining and 

improvement in functioning compared to sAβ42 expression alone.  

Furthermore, the context of these reporter studies have been limited to 

bacterial cells or in vitro cell free systems (Wurth et al., 2006) which likely 

provide a different micro environment compared to expression in an 

organismal model system where other co-factors involved in Aβ aggregation 

would be present. 
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 The ability to inhibit sAβ42 aggregation in vivo suggests that our 

transgenic ascidian AD model could potentially be exploited for use in 

screening novel anti-amyloid inhibitors for their ability to either reduce plaque 

load or more importantly improve neurological functioning.  Due to their close 

phylogenetic relationship to vertebrates, one may draw potential parallels 

from findings in the ascidian system to implications in higher level chordates.  

For example, our studies have revealed that sAβ42 expression in the visceral 

ganglion appears to reduce neuromuscular contractions as measured by a 

decrease in tail beat frequency.  Although composed of only five pairs of 

motor neurons, neuromuscular transmission in the ascidian nervous system is 

similar to vertebrates in that it is characterized as being cholinergic (Ohmori 

and Sasaki, 1977).  Importantly, a reduction in cholinergic neuron activity is a 

central feature of AD as evidenced by the number of cholinesterase inhibitors 

being prescribed for the management of AD symptoms (Geula and Mesulam, 

1995; Francis, 2005).  In addition, the recent identification of glutamatergic 

neurons in the ascidian sensory vesicle, including the otolith cell and 

photoreceptors of the ocellus (Horie et al., 2008), is significant given that 

excitotoxicity of glutamate receptors is commonly associated with 

neurological diseases and another target for current AD therapies (Lipton, 

2006).  Lastly, although the inhibitory actions of the GABAergic system were 

originally believed to not play a role in the etiology of AD, recent studies have 

suggested that certain subunits of the GABAA receptor may be altered as a 

compensatory response to an AD-related loss of cholinergic and 
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glutamatergic neurons (Rissman et al., 2007).  Studies in the ascidian have 

revealed the existence of GABA-immunoreactive motor neurons in the tail  

(Imai and Meinertzhagen, 2007) and GABA neurotransmitters in the visceral 

ganglion are thought to be involved in modulating the time course and 

frequency of periods of spontaneous swimming (Brown et al., 2005).  These 

analogous findings may provide a potential mechanism for sAβ42-induced 

behavioral defects in the ascidian in which cholinerigic, glutamatergic, 

and/or GABAergic signaling is damaged due to sAβ42 expression and 

aggregation.  Interestingly, despite having a primitive nervous system, previous 

studies have shown that ascidians exhibit simple learning behaviors including 

habituation and sensitization (Tsuda et al., 2003b).  This extends the use of our 

ascidian model to examining not only Aβ42 aggregation and subsequent 

plaque formation but also the cognitive manifestations resulting from the 

pathogenesis of AD. 

 We also provide preliminary evidence suggesting that simple 

electroporation of linearized DNA may be a useful approach to achieve tissue 

specific gene expression in a stable transgenic ascidian line.  Although 

previous labs have described that genomic integration can occur through the 

electroporation of circularized constructs, these events took place at relatively 

low frequencies (Matsuoka et al., 2005).  By using linearized expression 

constructs, the frequency of genomic integration would likely be improved as 

a result of the activation of endogenous double-stranded break repair 

mechanisms.  Using this method, we have generated two separate transgenic 
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lines and demonstrate that expression of a neuronal-specific reporter in the 

founder remains present through metamorphosis and for several months in the 

adult.  It should be noted that reporter expression is nearly absent within the 

first few weeks post-metamorphosis in transgenic larvae generated by the 

conventional electroporation of circularized expression constructs.  Although 

F1 transmission was evident only after antibody staining, expression in the 

single eminens neuron suggests that the transgene can be transmitted to their 

progeny and that integration has occurred in the germ line, a finding 

confirmed upon PCR analysis.  We assume the mechanism of stable 

transgenesis is through the random insertion of our linearized expression 

construct.  Although more thorough analyses are necessary to determine both 

integration efficiency and transmission frequency, the absence of direct 

fluorescent reporter expression in the F1 progeny and the restricted neuronal 

expression revealed by antibody staining implies that the frequency of 

transmission is low and that additional modifications will be necessary to 

increase the robustness of this system.  A variety of techniques have been 

developed in other ascidian labs to enhance genomic integration.  For 

example, two transgenic ascidian lines have been generated through 

independent methods utilizing either the transposable element Minos or the I-

SceI meganuclease (Deschet et al., 2003; Sasakura et al., 2003).  An 

alternative approach to achieve stable transgenic ascidian lines that the lab 

is currently developing relies on homologous recombination-based gene 

targeting.  Several gene targeting vectors are being developed to generate 
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both gene “knock-ins” and “knock-outs” in the ascidian.  Furthermore, the lab 

is also examining the use of zinc-finger nucleases to stimulate homologous 

recombination and enhance the efficiency of gene targeting.  Once 

developed, these stable transgenic ascidian lines will allow us to address some 

of the issues that arise when creating transgenic ascidians through 

conventional approaches.  In addition, stable lines may allow us to assess the 

effects of sAβ42 expression on a variety of adult neurological behaviors 

including their response to touch stimuli and their ability to spawn as a 

response to light following darkness.  In our studies, we observed that adult 

ascidians retracted as a response to monochromatic light at both the CFP 

and RFP excitation wavelengths.  Interestingly, this finding correlates to a 

previous study in which an action spectrum of light induced spawning was 

generated that showed that maximal spawning effectiveness was obtained 

using monochromatic light at 415 nm and 550 nm, wavelengths in the range 

of CFP and RFP excitation respectively (Lambert, 1967). 

 The results presented provide additional support for the use of the 

ascidian to study several aspects of AD, specifically the role of Aβ in the 

pathology of the disease.  In summary, we have shown that the expression of 

human Aβ42 in the larval nervous system causes changes in both larval 

behavior and neuromuscular functioning and can also lead to amyloid 

plaque deposition in vivo.  Furthermore, these effects can be improved either 

chemically through the use of an anti-amyloid therapeutic or genetically by 

fusion to CFP suggesting that Aβ aggregation is sufficient for pathogenesis 
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prior to the formation of amyloid plaques.  Importantly, these AD-associated 

phenotypes could be readily observed in our ascidian model system in less 

than 48 hours, much more rapid than current AD model systems.  These 

findings, in conjunction with their small size and the ease of generating 

transgenics, point to their appropriateness as an ideal invertebrate system to 

study Aβ-induced changes in cognitive behavior, to examine the mechanisms 

coordinating Aβ aggregation into amyloid plaques, and to develop novel 

therapeutics to alter the pathogenesis of AD and other neurological diseases. 
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FIGURES 

 

 
 
Figure 3.1: Expression of Human sAβ42 in Transgenic Ascidian Embryos 

A) Schematic of the human Aβ42 expression construct, sAB42.  Using overlap 
PCR, the endogenous signal peptide (SP) of human APP695 was fused to the 
neurotoxic 42 amino acid Aβ peptide.  Nervous system-specific expression of 
sAβ42 was achieved by driving expression with the ~3700 bp upstream 
regulatory region of the ascidian synaptotagmin gene.  The sequence of the 
signal peptide (underlined in green) and Aβ42 (underlined in red) is provided.  
B-D) Representative transgenic embryos (~23 hpf) expressing sAβ42 (B), a 
sAβ42-CFP fusion protein (C), or CFP (D).  All transgenes are driven by the 
synaptotagmin promoter element.  Images for DIC and mAb 6E10 staining are 
shown.  Note the 6E10 staining in regions corresponding to the sensory vesicle 
(SV) and visceral ganglion (VG) of the ascidian central nervous system.  
Staining was also present in regions of the peripheral nervous system including 
the papillar neurons (PN) of the trunk.  6E10 staining is absent in embryos 
expressing CFP alone.  Scale bars in B-D are 50 µm. 
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Figure 3.2: Expression of sAβ42 Impairs Larval Settlement and is Improved 

Upon Anti-Amyloid Drug Treatment 

A) Schematic of the attachment assay.  At 23 hpf, non-transgenic or 
transgenic larvae expressing sAβ42, sAβ42-CFP, or CFP in the nervous system 
were transferred to an apparatus that monitors attachment to the underside 
of a floating 100 x 15 mm petri plate.  24 hours following the transfer, embryos 
were scored for attachment.  B) Relative quantification of attachment 
normalized to dechorionated, non-transgenic larvae (NT).  Embryos expressing 
sAβ42 exhibit reduced attachment compared to controls (NT and CFP).  To 
assess the effectiveness of an anti-amyloid inhibitor, transgenic embryos 
expressing sAβ42 were grown in the presence of 1mM 3-APS.  Data are plotted 
as the average percent attachment ± S.E.; n=3 with at least 50 embryos per 
construct analyzed per trial.  A one-way ANOVA analysis was performed; F 
(4,10) = 32.09, p = 0.000.  A Tukey post-hoc comparison of the five groups 
indicates that larvae expressing sAβ42 displayed a significant reduction in the 
levels of attachment compared to larvae expressing CFP alone, p < 0.001 (***).  
The attachment rate is significantly improved with larvae expressing sAβ42-
CFP or upon 3-APS treatment, p < 0.01 (**). 
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Figure 3.3: Expression of sAβ42 in the Ascidian Sensory Vesicle Affects the 

Larval Shadow Response 

A) The larval shadow response was assessed in transgenic embryos expressing 
an equal mass of CFP, sAβ42, or sAβ42-CFP.  In addition, sAβ42-expressing 
larvae were grown in the presence of 1 mM 3-APS.  The percentage of 
embryos that responded to the onset of darkness was scored and graphed as 
the mean percent response ± S.E.; n=3 independent experiments, with at least 
50 embryos per construct analyzed per trial.  A one-way ANOVA analysis was 
performed on the four separate conditions; F (3,8) = 22.59, p = 0.000.  A Tukey 
post-hoc comparison of the four conditions indicates that sAβ42 expression 
significantly reduces the shadow response compared to CFP-expressing 
larvae, p < 0.001 (***).  The shadow response is improved with larvae 
expressing sAβ42-CFP or upon 1 mM 3-APS treatment, p < 0.01 (**).  B) 
Transgenic sAβ42-expressing embryos were sorted based on their ability to 
respond to the onset of darkness.  Embryos were then fixed and stained with 
mAb 6E10 to determine the spatial expression of sAβ42.  The number of 
transgenic larvae that exhibited 6E10 staining specifically in the sensory vesicle 
(SV), the visceral ganglion (VG), both regions (SV+VG), or neither region 
(none) were scored, n = 92.  C-D) Representative sAβ42-expressing embryo 
that either exhibited (C) or failed to exhibit (D) the larval shadow response.  
Embryos were stained with the Aβ-specific 6E10 antibody.  In the majority of 
embryos that exhibited no shadow response, 6E10 staining was present in 
regions including the ocellus-containing sensory vesicle.  However, 6E10 
staining was largely absent in this region in embryos exhibiting a normal 
response to the onset of darkness.  Scale bars in C and D are 50 µm. 
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Figure 3.4: Expression of sAβ42 in the Ascidian Visceral Ganglion Affects 

Neuromuscular Functioning 

A) Neuromuscular functioning was assessed in transgenic embryos expressing 
an equal mass of CFP, sAβ42, sAβ42-CFP, or sAβ42 grown in the presence of 
1mM 3-APS.  The tail beat frequency was measured as the number of tail flicks 
per minute.  Data were normalized to the tail beat frequency of CFP-
expressing embryos and graphed as the relative mean ± S.E.; n=3 
independent experiments, with at least 25 embryos per condition analyzed 
per trial.  A one-way ANOVA analysis was performed on the four separate 
conditions; F (3,8) = 26.81, p = 0.000.  A Tukey post-hoc comparison of the four 
conditions indicates that the expression of sAβ42 significantly reduces the tail 
beat frequency compared to CFP expression alone, p < 0.001 (***).  Tail beat 
frequency is improved with larvae expressing sAβ42-CFP, p < 0.05 (*) or in 
sAβ42-expressing larvae grown in the presence of 3-APS, p < 0.001 (***).  B) 
Both neuromuscular functioning and the larval shadow response were 
assessed in transgenic larvae expressing sAβ42.  At 15 hpf, embryos were first 
sorted based on exhibiting either a “normal” or “reduced” tail beat frequency 
compared to embryos expressing CFP alone.  Approximately nine hours later, 
the larval shadow response was assessed and the percentage of embryos 
that responded to the onset of darkness was measured and graphed as the 
mean percent response ± S.E.; n=3 independent experiments, with at least 25 
embryos per condition analyzed per trial.  No significant (n.s) correlation 
between neuromuscular functioning and the shadow response was observed.  
C) Transgenic sAβ42-expressing embryos were sorted based on their tail beat 
frequency compared to embryos expressing CFP alone as either “normal” or 
“reduced”.  Embryos were then fixed and stained with mAb 6E10 to determine 
the spatial expression of sAβ42.  The number of transgenic larvae that 
exhibited 6E10 staining specifically in the sensory vesicle (SV), the visceral 
ganglion (VG), both regions (SV+VG), or neither region (none) were scored, n 
= 60.  D-E) Representative sAβ42-expressing embryos that either exhibited a 
normal (D) or reduced (E) tail beat frequency.  Embryos were stained with the 
Aβ-specific 6E10 antibody.  In the majority of embryos that exhibited a 
reduction in neuromuscular functioning, 6E10 staining was present in regions 
including the motor neuron-containing visceral ganglion.  However, 6E10 
staining was largely absent in this region in embryos exhibiting a comparable 
tail beat frequency to embryos expressing CFP alone.  Scale bars in D and E 
are 50 µm. 
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Figure 3.5: Increased Expression of sAβ42 Leads to Amyloid Plaque Formation 

A-B) Representative transgenic ascidian tadpoles (23 hpf) expressing an equal 
mass (~70 µg) of either sAβ42 (A) or sAβ42-CFP (B) in the nervous system.  
Larvae were stained using both 6E10 and thioflavin S to reveal Aβ expression 
and plaque deposition respectively.  Images for DIC, thioflavin S staining 
(ThioS), mAb 6E10 staining and fluorescent overlays (OL) are shown.  The 
presence of thioflavin S-reactive plaques deposits are indicated (arrow).  C) 
Relative quantification of thioflavin S-reactive, Aβ-containing amyloid plaques 
in larvae expressing sAβ42, sAβ42-CFP, or sAβ42 in the presence of 1 mM 3-APS.  
Plaque load was normalized to the number of plaques in sAβ42-expressing 
larvae.  Data are graphed as the relative plaque load per embryo ± S.E.; n=3 
independent experiments, with at least 20 embryos per condition analyzed 
per trial.  A one-way ANOVA analysis was performed on the three separate 
conditions; F (2,6) = 52.75, p = 0.000.  A Tukey post-hoc comparison indicates 
that fusion of CFP to sAβ42 or 1 mM 3-APS treatment significantly reduced 
plaque deposition in vivo, p < 0.001 (***).  Scale bars in A and B are 50 µm. 
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Figure 3.6: Temporal Expression Profile of sAβ42-induced Plaque Formation 

Transgenic embryos were generated expressing ~ 70 µg of sAβ42 in the larval 
nervous system.  At 12, 15, 18, 21 and 23 hpf, transgenic embryos were fixed 
and stained for both Aβ and plaque deposition as previous.  The number of 
thioflavin S-reactive deposits was scored and the average was plotted ± S.E.  
At least 50 embryos per time point were analyzed for plaque formation.  A 
one-way ANOVA analysis was performed on the five separate time points; F 
(4,255) = 13.38, p = 0.000.  A Tukey post-hoc comparison indicates that at 23 
hpf, sAβ42-expressing embryos exhibit a significantly higher number of 
thioflavin S-reactive plaques compared to earlier time points, p < 0.01 (**).  21 
hpf vs. 12 hpf or 15 hpf, p < 0.05 (*). 
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Figure 3.7: The Use of sAβ42-CFP as a Potential Fluorescent Reporter for Aβ 

Aggregation 

A.  Representative transgenic embryos expressing an equal mass of either CFP 
(left) or the sAβ42-CFP fusion protein (right) in the larval nervous system.  To 
normalize the CFP fluorescent intensity, both constructs were co-
electroporated with an equal mass of a red fluorescent protein (RFP) reporter.  
All expression constructs were driven by the regulatory region of the ascidian 
synaptotagmin gene.  Although the exposure time was adjusted to allow 
imaging of each fluorescent channels, the time was held constant between 
experimental conditions (CFP vs. sAβ42-CFP).  Images for DIC, CFP, RFP, and 
fluorescent overlays (OL) are shown.  B.  Relative quantification of the CFP/RFP 
ratio from larvae expressing either CFP or the sAβ42-CFP fusion protein plotted   
as the average CFP/RFP ratio ± S.E.; n=25 for each experimental condition.  
Expression of sAβ42-CFP led to a significant decrease in CFP fluorescent 
intensity compared to CFP-expressing larvae.  Student T-Test; p = 0.002 (**).  
Scale bars in A are 50 µm. 
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Figure 3.8: Stable Transgenic Ascidian Larvae Expressing CFP or sAβ42 

A) Representative stable transgenic ascidians generated by electroporating 
linearized constructs expressing CFP in the larval nervous system.  Reporter 
expression was visualized using the excitation-emission filter sets for GFP 
fluorescence.  Expression of the fluorescent reporter is shown at 4, 20, 45, and 
70 days post fertilization (dpf).  In the adult, expression was primarily restricted 
to the adult neural gland (arrow).  B-C) Stable transgenic lines expressing 
either sAβ42 (B) or a CFP reporter (C) were fixed at 90 dpf and subsequently 
stained for both sAβ42 expression and plaque formation using mAb 6E10 and 
thioflavin S respectively.  Thioflavin S-reactive deposits that co-localized with 
6E10 staining were present only in ascidians expressing sAβ42 (B, arrowhead).  
D) To determine transgene transmission, F1 progeny were generated by 
outcrossing transgenic adults expressing CFP with wild-type ascidians.  The F1 
larvae were fixed and stained for CFP expression using an anti-GFP antibody.  
Neuronal-specific sAβ42 expression was restricted to a single eminens cell 
(arrow) of the larval central nervous system.  E) F1 tadpoles believed to be 
stably expressing CFP were subject to PCR analyses using primers designed to 
amplify a 750 bp region encoding to CFP.  For each sample, approximately 
five tadpoles were lysed by heating in reaction buffer prior to running the PCR 
cycle.  Lanes are as follows: CFP positive control (lane 1), non-transgenic, wild-
type tadpoles (lane 2), sAβ42-expressing F1 tadpoles (lanes 3-4), DNA marker 
(lane 5), CFP-expressing F1 tadpoles (lanes 6-8). 
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APPENDIX 

synaptotagmin Promoter Forward: 
 CGCTCTAGAGGTCAGAGTTCGCCATTTCTTTGGTGGC 
   XbaI 
synaptotagmin Promoter Reverse: 
 CGCGGTACCGCATGCCCTTGCTTCCACGCTAACTTTAGTTG 
          SphI 
 
synaptotagmin EcoRI Knockout Sense: 
 TAAAGTATTCTAAAGCCGTATCTTCACGACTCC 
synaptotagmin EcoRI Knockout Antisense: 
 GGAGTCGTGAAGATACGGCTTTAGAATACTTTA 
 
APP Signal Peptide Forward: 
 GGCCGCATGCTGCCCGGTTTGGC 
      SphI 
Signal Peptide Amyloid Beta Overlap Sense: 
 GGAGGTTCCCGATGCAGAATTTCGACATGACT 
Signal Peptide Amyloid Beta Overlap Antisense: 
 ATTCTGCATCGGGAACCTCCAGCGCC 
 
Human Amyloid Beta Reverse for Aβ: 
 CCGGAATTCTACGCTATGACAACACCGCC 
  EcoRI 
Human Amyloid Beta Reverse for Aβ-CFP: 
 GCGCGGATCCCGCTATGACAACACCGCC 
     BamHI 
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publication of the material by Virata, Michael J. and Zeller, Robert W.  The 

dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this material. 
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 The findings presented indicate that several features characteristic of 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) pathogenesis can be modeled in the ascidian.  

Through the generation of transgenic ascidians expressing human APP or the 

neurotoxic amyloid beta 42 (Aβ42) peptide, certain aspects of the amyloid 

cascade hypothesis can be reproduced including the formation of amyloid 

plaques and changes in neurological functioning and behavior.  Finally, these 

AD-associated phenotypes can be ameliorated in vivo by inhibiting Aβ 

aggregation. 

 The utilization of invertebrates in AD research has been integral in 

achieving an enhanced understanding of the pathology of the disease and in 

the development of potential treatments.  These novel results demonstrated in 

the ascidian suggest its suitability in complementing current invertebrate 

systems to study AD pathogenesis.  Compared to both Drosophila and C. 

elegans, unique to our findings in the ascidian is the presence of a large 

majority of AD-relevant genes.  In addition to APP, all the enzymes implicated 

in its processing have been identified in the ascidian including a functional β-

secretase (BACE1) orthologue that is thought to be absent in other 

invertebrates.  One potential area of future research would include further 

characterization of the physiological roles and regulation of these AD-relevant 

genes using both forward and reverse genetic approaches.  For example, 

outside its pathophysiological involvement in APP processing little is known 

about the biological role of β-secretase.  Although recent evidence has 

implicated Bace1 in the myelination of the central and peripheral nervous 
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system (Hu et al., 2006), the lack of myelination in the nervous system of 

ascidians indicates that alternative functions may exist.  In addition, the high 

degree of conservation found among APP-related proteins suggests that APP 

likely has important biological role outside of its involvement in AD 

pathogenesis (Turner et al., 2003; Zheng and Koo, 2006).  Characterization of 

the recently identified APP orthologue in ascidians should be important for 

determining the normal function of human APP.  Furthermore, the finding of 

conserved sequences along the Aβ region of the APP ascidian orthologue 

indicates that endogenous APP may be processed by a similar APP 

processing cascade and could similarly be examined. 

 To facilitate these studies, one considerable advantage of the ascidian 

is the ease of generating transient transgenic larvae utilizing a simple 

electroporation device.  This ability to generate transgenic embryos with 

predictable patterns of transgene expression will prove extremely useful in 

future experiments in manipulating gene expression.  Furthermore, with 

additional optimization, this electroporation procedure can likely be utilized to 

easily generate stable transgenic ascidian lines.  However, in examining 

function, phenotypes generated by the overexpression of endogenous genes 

may not necessarily reflect normal gene function and merely represent an 

artifact of gene expression beyond normal physiologically-relevant levels.  

Although the use of gene knockdowns or knockouts would ideally compliment 

these overexpression studies, approaches of gene silencing in the ascidian 

have been limited.  Recently, however, the electroporation of long double-
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stranded RNA has been shown to effectively silence target genes in the 

ascidian (Coric et al., 2008) and may provide a useful approach to down-

regulate gene expression.  By examining the outcomes resulting from the 

manipulation of AD-relevant genes, such as larval phenotype and expression 

of downstream targets, insight into the function of these genes may be 

obtained.  Furthermore, results from these experiments may help in elucidating 

how changes in their function could underlie AD progression. 

 As evident from previous findings conducted in both Drosophila and C. 

elegans, much insight into the amyloid cascade hypothesis can be obtained 

through the expression of human APP or the human Aβ peptide.  Unique to 

our findings in the ascidian is the deposition of Aβ-containing plaques 

observable as early as 15 hours after fertilization.  This ability of transgenic 

ascidian larvae to rapidly generate plaques will facilitate studies examining 

the APP processing cascade and amyloid plaque formation in a whole 

animal system.  Furthermore, their small size, high fecundity, and rapid 

development, will allow for cost-effective and rapid screening of potential 

modulators of amyloid toxicity early in the drug development process.  

Although a reduction in plaque load and improvement in neurological 

functioning was demonstrated following treatment of transgenic larvae with 

3-APS, similar studies need to be performed using alternative therapeutics to 

ensure that these results were not unique to this particular drug.  As an 

alternative to inhibitors of Aβ aggregation, the effectiveness of recently 

developed β-secretase inhibitors should be examined due to the presence of 
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a β-secretase orthologue in the ascidian capable of processing human APP.  

If shown to be effective, this conservation of β-secretase function will provide 

additional support to our claim that the ascidian provides a more appropriate 

invertebrate system to examine amyloid toxicity. 

 In addition to possessing orthologues of AD-relevant genes involved in 

APP processing, the amyloid cascade can be manipulated in transgenic 

ascidian larvae to drive amyloidgenic cleavage of APP.  Our studies have 

shown that expression of either human APP variants or co-expression of 

human APP and CiBace led to a significant increase in plaque deposition.  

However, it would be interesting to determine if the processing of human APP 

could be driven similarly down the nonamyloidgenic pathway.  To examine 

this, a variety of previously identified mutations can be generated in human 

APP to inhibit the processing by β-secretase, decrease the ratio of Aβ42 to 

Aβ40, or inhibit Aβ aggregation.  In addition, the effects of β-secretase 

inhibitors on the processing of human APP and plaque formation in transgenic 

larvae can also be assessed.  To facilitate studies examining the balance 

between amyloidgenic and non-amyloidgenic processing of human APP, 

several antibodies are readily available that recognize a variety of epitopes 

that recognize only full-length APP, an intermediate APP processed fragment, 

or Aβ.  Utilizing these various antibodies in immunoblot analyses, a more 

quantitative description of APP processing may be obtained. 

 We also demonstrate that expression of the human Aβ42 peptide 

(sAβ42) in the ascidian leads to behavioral and neuromuscular defects 
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indicative of neuronal dysfunction.  To support these findings, 

electrophysiological recordings of neuromuscular activity can be performed 

on transgenic larvae.  This approach has been used previously to provide a 

quantitative description of changes in larval behavior during light and dark 

conditions (Zega et al., 2006).  Although possessing a basal chordate nervous 

system, previous research has indicated that ascidians exhibit simple learning 

behaviors including habituation and sensitization (Tsuda et al., 2003), 

suggesting their utility in examining cognitive symptoms associated with AD.  

However, with their short larval life cycle and relatively simple behaviors, the 

ascidian system will unlikely be suitable for examining changes in more 

complex behavior associated with AD including affects on memory. 

 The lack of amyloid plaque formation in sAβ42-expressing larvae 

indicates that the observed changes in larval behavior are not a result of 

amyloid plaque deposition.  Although we suggest that a soluble, oligomeric 

form of Aβ may be mediating these effects on larval behavior, additional 

analyses can be conducted using antibodies specific towards different forms 

of Aβ (monomeric vs. oligomeric) in conjunction with inhibitors for distinct 

amyloid intermediates (oligomerization vs. fibrillization) (Necula et al., 2007) to 

determine the precise Aβ-containing species. 

 In establishing the ascidian as a more comprehensive model for AD, it 

will be necessary to examine other characteristics associated with the 

complex pathology of the disease.  Having identified a putative tau 

orthologue in the ascidian, the pathogenesis associated with tau 
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hyperphosphorylation, its subsequent aggregation, and neurofibrillary tangle 

formation should be explored in the ascidian nervous system.  In addition, 

future studies on whether neurodegeneration is taking place as a result of 

human APP or human Aβ expression should be examined.  The mechanisms 

coordinating apoptotic cell death have previously been shown to be 

conserved in the ascidian and essential for tail regression during 

metamorphosis (24-30 hpf), as evidenced by extensive TUNEL-positive labeling 

observed in the larval tail (Chambon et al., 2002).  However, preliminary 

analyses failed to reveal any TUNEL-positive cells in the nervous system of 

sAβ42-expressing larvae.  This lack of apoptotic cell death is not all together 

surprising given previous studies in similar invertebrate AD models.  For 

example, in Drosophila expressing human Aβ it was shown that both the 

formation of amyloid deposits and the onset of learning defects occur well 

before any visible signs of neuronal cell death, with the onset of degeneration 

visible only in a 30-day old Aβ42-expressing fly brain (Iijima et al., 2004).  In our 

ascidians expressing Aβ42, we present both a histological (Thioflavin S) and 

behavioral (larval attachment) phenotype that can be observed as early as 

23 hours post fertilization.  These results, combined with a lack of TUNEL-positive 

cells, suggest that Aβ-mediated toxicity in our ascidian AD model may act 

independent of programmed cell death although additional analyses are 

necessary to support this claim. 

 Alternatively, studies have been initiated examining the role of 

autophagy in mediating the pathological effects in our ascidian AD model.  
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Studies have shown that the neurons of AD patients contain increased 

numbers of autophagosomes and lysosomes implicating their role in AD 

pathogenesis (Nixon et al., 2000).  Furthermore, in transgenic mice expressing 

human mutant APP and mutant presenilin-1, Aβ was shown to partially co-

localize within neuronal lysosomes (Langui et al., 2004).  Interestingly, 

preliminary analyses using a lysosomal marker suggest that Aβ-mediated 

toxicity in the ascidian resulting from the expression of human APP may result 

from triggering autophagic cell death.  However, further confirmation is 

necessary to confirm the localization of Aβ-containing fragments in 

autophagic vacuoles and the presence of additional markers of autophagy 

recently identified to be present in the ascidian (Godefroy et al., 2009). 

 In establishing the ascidian as a model system to examine the amyloid 

cascade hypothesis, fundamental questions regarding the molecular 

mechanisms coordinating this aspect of AD pathogenesis will likely be 

answered.  By examining both Aβ plaque formation and alterations in larval 

behavior, the identification of factors that modulate amyloid formation and 

the associated disruption of normal cellular function and behaviors may be 

identified.  Importantly, through these initial studies in this emerging chordate 

model, a solid experimental foundation is provided to not only investigate 

alternative pathological components associated with AD but also examine 

potential treatments for this and other neurological disorders. 
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APPENDIX OF THE DISSERTATION
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 The following is a print copy of the Excel database I generated to easily 

prepare lab reagents used throughout my graduate work.  The database is 

separated by “Buffers”, “Bacterial Media”, and “Enzyme Buffers.”      
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